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Introduction
Theodore Maiman demonstrated the first laser operation [1] in 1960, which marked the advent of a new paradigm in the generation and control of light. The novel quality in light generation with lasers was already realized by Arthur Schawlow and Charles Townes [2], Nikolay Basov and Alexander Prokhorov [3], when they concluded that lasers would enable to generate light with so far unprecedented, extremely high spectral purity. Intrigued by this and similar prospects, researchers began proving that almost all of the properties of light, if generated by lasers, can be controlled to an ever-increasing extent. These properties include not only spectral purity but also the polarization of the light, the light frequency, as well as the temporal and spatial structure of light, such as in the form of pulses and beams. With these fundamental options and based on rapidly advancing laser technology, lasers became an absolutely essential tool for pursuing fundamental research questions and to discover, enable, and explore a huge wealth of applications.

A most striking feature of lasers is indeed the capability of generating light with highest spectral purity, which manifests itself as a narrowband spectral linewidth that can be made available across wide wavelength ranges [4]. The advancement of such lasers sources has been, and is with growing pace, playing a central role in fundamental research. Examples are high-resolution spectroscopy that has unraveled the fine structure of atoms [5–7], of molecules [8, 9] and of condensed matter [10]. Nonlinear spectroscopy and nonlinear optics enabled with lasers have been central for exploring and exploiting the quantum properties of light and entanglement phenomena, such as for investigations of quantum computing [11]. Laser precision metrology enables to measure the value of fundamental constants and test symmetries in nature with unprecedented precision [12, 13]. Most recently, the first direct confirmation of the existence of gravitational waves [14] was enabled with laser-based ultra-precise measurements of relative length changes in the order of $10^{-21}$.

Parallel to fundamental research, laser sources providing light with high spectral purity have enabled numerous applications that have greatly shaped our modern life. A most widely known application that is intimately related to high-resolution spectroscopy is the development of optical clocks which provide the world time standard and enable worldwide navigation via global satellite systems [15, 16].

Even more dominant in our connected world is optical communications where lasers enable to transmit huge data streams over large distances, thereby forming one of the backbones of the internet. Specifically, coherent optical communication systems are gaining rapid importance because they allow to increase the speed (data rate) of transmission, by making use of the phase-predictability of lasers with narrow spectral linewidth.

Regarding the future development of optical communication it is required to recall the currently involved technologies. The required high-speed internet connectivity that most of us have been taking for granted is only made possible thanks to the availability of the tremendous bandwidth brought by the
employment of optical fiber links as information transportation channel and, importantly, the exploitation of laser light as optical carrier onto which the huge amount of digital information that we generate is written. For providing increasingly higher data rates as demanded by the expected exponential growth of information flow, more complex modulation formats have to be introduced, a solution known from the radio frequency domain. These modulation formats are to be employed in the optical domain [17], in order to increase the spectral efficiency, i.e., leveraging the limited data bandwidth that is offered by standard fiber transmission. As an example, the utilization of 16-fold quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) would enable transmission systems with a single-channel rate of 40 Gbit/s at the required low bit error rate of $10^{-4}$, if lasers with a small linewidth, at the 20-kHz level, would become available in an application ready format [18]. Moreover, the requirement for narrower laser linewidth will become more strict, for enabling even higher-order modulation formats and longer transmission distances [19], possibly at the sub-kHz level, as is required to meet the rapidly growing demand in data rate. Of equal importance is finding ways for fabricating such ultra-narrowband lasers reliably in high-volume with low loss as possible only via integration on optical chips.

There is another important backbone in present and future communication benefiting from narrow linewidth chip-sized lasers as well. This is data transmission and reception to and from mobile stations, specifically satellites, airplanes, cars and mobile phones, via phased array antennas. With properly and quickly adjusting the mutual delay of signals to and from the individual antenna elements, the antenna becomes highly directional and can follow the motions of transmitters and receivers. This allows to send data specifically to individual receivers which increases the signal-to-noise ratio. Introducing this technology is expected to increase the overall data rate. A well-recognized problem in this approach is, however, that conventional microwave delay technology, which is based on digital electronics, is reaching its limits in terms of speed and power consumption. A solution to this problem is to transfer the signal manipulation, i.e., separation (filtering) of channels as well as adjusting signal delay into the optical domain, an approach called microwave photonics [20]. As with fiber communication networks, after writing the information onto one or many ultra-narrowband carriers provided by a single laser or an array of lasers, the advantage is that optical (instead of electronic) delay lines can be employed for fast directional steering of antennas. This offers a much larger bandwidth while also significantly reducing the power consumption.

The highest promise for such revolution in mobile communication technology lies in the integration of all the required functionalities with each other in a chip-sized format. The functionalities to be integrated can be coarsely divided into active-optical ones - comprising multiple narrowband lasers (laser arrays), electro-optic modulators and photodiodes - and passive-optical ones - comprising low-loss optical filters and optical delay lines. A general concept that appears capable of integrating microwave photonics on optical chips, by including special optical waveguides with record-low loss and coupling them
with optically active semiconductor components is described in Refs. with [21–23]. The concept includes a hybrid integration approach that enables lasers with ultra-low linewidth, as the key for providing on-chip laser light that can serve as on-chip optical carrier in integrated microwave photonics.

These hybrid integrated semiconductor lasers, i.e., their theoretical description, design, realization and characterization of spectral properties are the theme of this thesis.

When considering the communication applications described above, semiconductor lasers which can be easily pumped with an electric current, are unarguably the most suitable candidate with the highest prospects. The reason lies in the large degree of technological maturity that these lasers have reached and that they combine the potential of narrow optical linewidths across widely selectable wavelength ranges with the required multiple-tens of milliwatt power. Of similar importance for application in microwave photonics is the possibility of mass production, i.e., relatively low manufacturing cost and a small size suitable for integration with waveguide circuits.

Monolithically integrated semiconductor lasers, such as distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, have so far been the most attractive diode laser candidates for offering a narrow spectral linewidth. However, typical DFB and DBR lasers show either a limited tuning range (a few nm) [24] or relatively large linewidths at the MHz level [25]. The latter limit is set by the fundamental Schawlow-Townes linewidth for diode lasers [26] and is the result of a relatively short photon lifetime in the order of a few ps [27]) in the laser cavity, due to a short cavity length (a few hundred μm) and relatively high roundtrip losses (tens of percent).

It is well-know that the spectral purity and tunability of semiconductor lasers can largely be improved via optical feedback, by extending the cavity length with bulk optics, such as diffraction gratings [28]. Similarly long Bragg fibers can reduce the linewidth to the sub-kHz [29] and even sub-Hz instantaneous linewidths have been achieved using bulk-optical feedback from low-loss microdisks [30]. While the demonstrated spectral linewidths are certainly impressive, these lasers are of little practical use in the named communication applications because their concept intrinsically relies on bulk optical components which gives rise to two serious shortcomings: i) these lasers cannot be integrated with optical waveguides on a chip which severely limits the maximum functionality as compared to the required high complexity in microwave photonic circuits; ii) bulk optical devices are intrinsically susceptible to external perturbations, such as thermal drift and acoustic noise. Essentially, to date, a readily available alternative semiconductor laser, providing ultra-narrow spectral linewidth at widely selectable wavelengths in a chip-sized format compatible with integrated optical waveguide circuits, does not exist.

In this thesis, in order to explore the feasibility of realizing the desired lasers, we have explored a novel approach: we equip semiconductor optical amplifiers with highly frequency selective photonic waveguide feedback circuits to form, what we call, semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid lasers. A photo
of such a laser is shown in Fig. 1.1.

![Image of a hybrid InP semiconductor - Si₃N₄/SiO₂ glass waveguide laser as investigated in this thesis.](image)

**Figure 1.1:** Photograph of a hybrid InP semiconductor - Si₃N₄/SiO₂ glass waveguide laser as investigated in this thesis.

Among the various waveguide platforms that have been previously been investigated for providing waveguide feedback circuits, such as Si [31], SiON [32], polymer [33], silica [34] and Si₃N₄ [35], we have chosen to employ Si₃N₄ waveguides¹ to form our feedback circuits. The main reason for this choice is that these waveguides, as compared to other waveguide platforms, have many fundamental as well as technological advantages:

- compared to silica that has only a low index contrast ($\Delta n \approx 10^{-2}$ [36]) which gives rise to high loss at short waveguide bends, the index contrast with Si₃N₄ is very high, $\Delta n \approx 0.5$. This renders an approximately three to four orders smaller footprint at the same optical length and loss;

- Si₃N₄ waveguides provide a very large transparency range, from 400 nm to 2400 nm [37], which means that a large variety of semiconductor materials other than InP might be used, to form hybrid lasers working at other wavelengths including the visible range. This property is important when targeting other telecom wavelength ranges [38] or for serving rather different applications, such as sensing and metrology with visible wavelengths;

- The linear propagation loss can be very low, in the order of 0.1 dB/cm [39] when using a double-stripe (double-core) cross-section, while record-low losses of less than 0.001 dB/cm may be achieved with a single-stripe cross-section [40];

¹The chosen Si₃N₄ waveguide technology offers a variety of cross-sections, with various different trade off between minimum bending radii and propagation losses.
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• At the typical power levels delivered by single-spatial mode diode amplifiers, in the tens and hundreds of milli watt range, the nonlinear response is extremely low, which safely prevents undesired nonlinear losses, such as two-photon absorption or Raman scattering [41];

• The Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide platform has gained an appreciable maturity which means that also rather complex waveguide circuits involving hundreds of optical elements (splitters, resonators, tapers, interferometers) can be reproducibly fabricated [23];

• Finally the optical properties of many of these optical elements can be externally controlled via electronic signals either thermally or piezoelectrically [42] such as to implement programmable and reconfigurable circuits [43] with complex functionalities on the same photonic chip.

In this thesis, we investigate and present the essential aspects of semiconductor-glass hybrid waveguide lasers based on InP amplifiers and spectral feedback from Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide circuits. The content is presented in a cumulative manner. Chapters 3-5 are based on published work and Chapters 6 and 7 are being prepared for publication, such that each of these chapters begins with a self-contained introduction. After presenting some theoretical background in Chapter 2, we present a first version of a hybrid laser that possesses reduced roundtrip losses as achieved with an improved optical coupling between the diode and silicon nitride waveguide mode fields. To explore the potential of using narrowband amplification, frequency and phase synchronization, such as for application in the emerging field of microwave photonics [44]. In Chapter 4 we report the first injection locking experiments with such hybrid lasers; in Chapter 5 we report the first integration of a hybrid InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ laser; in Chapter 6 we present a theoretical analysis of such hybrid lasers that for the first time reveals index-induced spatial broadening effects with a spatially resolved modeling of the gain section. Finally, in Chapter 7 we describe how the expertise gained with modeling, laser-design and experimental investigation is used to realize a semiconductor-glass hybrid laser with a record-low Schawlow-Townes linewidth of 290 Hertz.

In brief, this thesis describes a most powerful approach towards spectral control of diode lasers for unprecedented high spectral purity, and with large relevance for high-impact applications.
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Theoretical background
2.1 Introduction

Widely tunable diode lasers with narrow spectral linewidth (well below 1 MHz) are of interest for a large number of applications in, e.g., coherent optical communications [1], light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [2], spectroscopy [3] or optical sensing [4]. The prerequisites of a tunable laser are that it should operate at an externally selectable single longitudinal mode, at any wavelength within the laser's gain profile. This is different with a simple Fabry-Perot laser which usually shows multimode laser output or emits at a dominate mode, i.e., with a wavelength that is closest to the wavelength with maximum gain within the spectral gain profile. The single mode condition is commonly fulfilled by implementing intra-cavity filtering elements, which can be realized in a monolithic form or via an external cavity. Typical examples of monolithic tunable diode lasers are distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. Typical DFB and DBR lasers show either limited tuning range (a few nm) [5] or large linewidths at the MHz level [6], the latter being set by the fundamental Schawlow-Townes linewidth [7] via the combination of a short cavity length and relatively high roundtrip losses. Recently, novel monolithic diode lasers with intra-cavity filtering based on cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometers are also reported [8, 9], which provides a record tuning range of almost 80 nm although the spectral linewidth is still about several hundreds of kHz. In contrast, external cavity diode lasers (ECDLs), via providing frequency selective optical feedback and an extended cavity to a solitary diode laser, can offer both a wide tuning range and narrow spectral linewidths much smaller than 1 MHz.

ECDLs have been in use since long and have shown widest tunability, with very narrow linewidth, utilizing free space optical elements, such as lenses and bulk gratings. However, because it is difficult to reduce the roundtrip losses that occur in the diode laser internal waveguide, a narrow spectral linewidth in the order of a few kHz or tens of kHz require to provide a large optical length of the external cavity path and thus also a large physical size of tens of cm [10–12]. The large physical size associated with the free-space optics renders such laser sources inherently prone to mechanical vibrations and rule out the chance of integration in a small format. If employed for research or under specific technological circumstances, the physical size of a laser source might not play an important role, and acoustic perturbations can be counteracted with high-performance frequency stabilization schemes based on actuators and electronic servo loops. However, in applications as mentioned above, a miniature-size format is highly desired as well as laser resonators with high immunity to external perturbations, which strongly calls for the use of integrated optics.

In this chapter we introduce the concept of a novel class of external cavity diode lasers, which we call semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid lasers. In such lasers, a semiconductor optical amplifier receives widely tunable frequency-selective optical feedback from a low-loss glass waveguide circuit. Via optically coupling these two central elements, such hybrid lasers offer the superior spec-
ternal properties as can be offered by traditional bulk ECDLs. These are such as single frequency oscillation with a wide spectral coverage and strikingly, narrow spectral linewidths of a few tens of kHz and even sub-kHz, as will be presented in later chapters.

2.2 External cavity diode lasers

2.2.1 Spectral linewidth of solitary diode lasers

Provided that single longitudinal mode operation is achieved with appropriate spectral filtering in the laser cavity, a fundamental problem with obtaining a narrow spectral linewidth is phase noise induced by quantum noise in the form of spontaneous emission. A first estimation of the laser linewidth was given by Schawlow and Townes with their well-known formula [13] where the laser is modeled as a harmonic oscillator driven by white frequency noise with the electric field oscillating inside a linear (two-mirror) resonator. Although this formula successfully predicted the inversely proportional dependence of linewidth vs increasing output power, it failed to explain the much broader linewidth of semiconductor diode lasers, as observed in early experiments done by Fleming and Mooradian [14]. It was later on that Henry introduced an improved theory, in which the stronger linewidth broadening of diode lasers was ascribed to a mechanism called index-gain coupling [7] which is particularly prominent in semiconductors. In more detail, spontaneous emission events not only cause instantaneous random phase changes, but also lead to intensity changes, ∆Iₗ, which are restored via damped relaxation oscillations. Because of the intensity changes, ∆Iₗ, a change in the carrier density, ∆N, and a change in the gain coefficient, ∆g, is induced as well. The gain coefficient is related to the imaginary part of the refractive index, n'' , as $g = 2k_0n''$ [15], where $k_0$ is the vacuum propagation constant of the light, i.e., there is also a change in the imaginary refractive index, $\Delta n''$. From the Kramers-Kronig relations this also leads to a correlated fluctuations of the real refractive index, $\Delta n'$. These cause fluctuations of the optical length of the laser medium which results in corresponding phase changes per time interval. These intensity induced phase changes increase the spectral broadening of the laser emission line, beyond what is caused by the direct phase changes via spontaneously emitted photons.

With the broadening effect induced by index-gain coupling taken into account, one obtains a modified (increased) Schawlow-Townes linewidth:

$$\Delta \nu_{ST} = \frac{v_g^2 \hbar n_{sp}(\alpha_i + \alpha_m)\alpha_m(1 + \alpha^2)}{8\pi P_{out}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

In this expression, $v_g$ is the group velocity of light in the diode waveguide, $n_{sp}$ is the spontaneous emission factor, $\alpha_i$ is the internal loss, $\alpha_m$ is the distributed mirror loss, and $P_{out}$ is the output power per facet (assuming equal facet reflectivities). The discussed increase of the linewidth through gain-index
coupling is described by the parameter \( \alpha = \frac{dn'\prime}{dn''} \), which is the so-called linewidth enhancement factor, also named Henry factor [7]. It can be seen that the Henry factor is given as the ratio between the change of the real refractive index \( dn' \) and that of the imaginary index \( dn'' \) and a change in carrier density, \( dN \).

### 2.2.2 General aspects of external optical feedback

A tunable external cavity diode laser is usually composed of a semiconductor diode laser with or without anti-reflection coatings, a coupling element and an external spectral filter which selects a single longitudinal mode. In general, the properties of light generated by such a diode laser which receives feedback from an external cavity can change greatly, depending on the configuration, including the feedback level, optical power level, external cavity length, and the diode laser parameters. The effects of external optical feedback (OFB) on diode lasers have been studied quite extensively [16–38] and a wide range of dynamics such as chaotic output, self-pulsing, bistability were observed.

When aiming at narrow spectral linewidth, there are two major approaches of implementing the desired optical feedback in an external cavity:

- Beginning with a solitary diode laser that does not require external feedback to oscillate due to sufficiently high facet reflectivities, a smaller part of the laser’s output is sent to a high-Q optical resonator [29, 32, 34]. Light leaving the resonator possesses a reduced spectral bandwidth and is sent back to the laser in order to achieve injection locking. With an appropriate optical geometry, lasers optically lock themselves to a resonance of a separate Fabry-Perot reference cavity [29] or a confocal Fabry-Perot (CFP) cavity [32, 34] which greatly facilitates the coupling of the diode laser to the external resonator. This approach is also called self-injection locking.

- The second approach requires that at least one of the facets of the diode laser is anti-reflection coated, ideally such that no laser oscillation is achieved without external feedback. The external feedback is then implemented with maximum coupling, i.e., with minimum loss. In this case of maximally strong coupling the feedback elements form an essential part of the laser resonator required to reach the laser threshold. This approach is what is called an external cavity diode laser (ECDL).

In the first scheme some of the laser output characteristics are highly sensitive to the feedback parameters, specifically the phase of the feedback. Furthermore, the tuning range is usually very limited if the solitary diode is not equipped with an internal frequency selection filter, for instance a Bragg structure. In the second scheme the laser operates as a long cavity laser with a short active region. If there is sufficient frequency selectivity in the cavity, the laser operates on a single longitudinal mode with narrow linewidth for all phases of
the feedback. In this regime of operation, the laser is relatively insensitive to additional external optical perturbations. In order to explore in how far one can make use of this stability advantage, this thesis investigates the second approach, i.e., it investigates external cavity diode lasers with a strongly coupled feedback.

### 2.2.3 Principle of longitudinal mode selection

The gain spectrum of typical diode lasers usually spans tens of nanometers. Considering for simplicity a Fabry-Perot laser, i.e., with a linear (standing wave) cavity formed by two broadband reflective mirrors, laser oscillation might occur at multiple longitudinal modes, the wavelengths of which are defined by a roundtrip constructive interference condition. However, due to gain competition, often one of the modes dominates in terms of power. The power ratio of the main longitudinal mode and the other modes, called side modes, is called side mode suppression ratio (SMSR). Achieving a high SMSR is important in many applications because this increases the signal-to-noise ratio of laser-based measurements. In the following section, we show how to design the external optical feedback that incorporates a frequency-selective element, i.e., a spectral filter for the longitudinal modes, in order to achieve a single-mode laser with a high SMSR.

In order to identify the necessary requirements that a longitudinal mode filter needs to meet for realizing laser oscillation at a single longitudinal mode output, let us recall the general operation principle and mode selection scheme of an external cavity hybrid laser. Fig. 2.1 shows both the generalized schematic and the mode selection principle of the hybrid laser under investigation. It is well-known that the laser output wavelength is determined by the mutual spectral alignment of the diode gain spectrum with the transmission resonances of the employed mode filter and with the wavelengths of the longitudinal modes of the laser resonator [15].

Longitudinal modes of the entire laser cavity (with a length \( L_1 + L_2 \)) are defined by a phase condition for constructive interference in a full roundtrip that can be expressed as:

\[
\Phi(\lambda) = kn_{eff1}2L_1 + kn_{eff2}2L_2 + 2\varphi(\lambda) = m2\pi \quad (2.2)
\]

where \( \Phi(\lambda) \) is the roundtrip phase for a given vacuum wavelength \( \lambda \), \( n_{eff1} \) is the effective refractive index in the waveguide of the InP gain chip and \( n_{eff2} \) is the index in the Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide chip; \( k \) is the wavenumber in vacuum; \( \varphi(\lambda) \) is the single-pass (half-roundtrip) phase shift, induced by the mode filter that is inserted into the laser cavity and \( m \) is an integer number. The wavelengths that fulfill Eq. 2.2 represent a large number of longitudinal modes that the laser could potentially operate at, indicated by the finer comb of wavelengths in Fig. 2.1 (b). A close look at Eq. 2.2 reveals that the FSR of the laser, \( \Delta\lambda_{FSR,Laser} \), can be calculated via the following expression:
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Figure 2.1: (a) Generalized schematic of the hybrid laser under consideration. The InP gain section that possesses a length of $L_1$ is equipped with a high reflection (HR) front facet and an anti-reflection (AR) back facet via which the gain section is butt-coupled to an external feedback circuit. $R_1$ and $R_2$ are power reflectivities of the HR facet and AR facet respectively. $\beta$ is the power coupling efficiency between the diode waveguide and the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ waveguide. $L_2$ is the physical length of the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ circuit excluding the mode filter. Extra optical length may be added to the laser cavity via inducing an frequency-dependent phase shift. The mode filter has a power transmittance of $T$ and the external part is terminated with a output mirror with a power reflectivity of $R_3$; (b) Mode selection principle of an external cavity hybrid laser: the blue dotted curve represents the gain spectrum provided by the InP diode and the green curve shows the spectral filtering characteristic of the mode filter. Positions of the cavity longitudinal modes are marked with vertical black lines.
\[ \Delta \lambda_{FSR, Laser} = \frac{\lambda^2}{2n_{g1}L_1 + 2n_{g2}L_2 + 2n_{g2}L_{eff}} \]  

(2.3)

where \( n_{g1} \) and \( n_{g2} \) are group indices of the two chips respectively, and \( L_{eff} \) is the effective length of the mode filter, \( L_{eff} = -\lambda/(n_{eff}2k)d\varphi(\lambda)/d\lambda \) [39].

Equation 2.2 and Fig. 2.1 (b) reveal several important requirements that the longitudinal mode filter needs to fulfill for single longitudinal mode oscillation:

1. The free spectral range of the filter (\( \Delta \lambda_{FSR, Filter} \)) should be larger than the bandwidth of the gain spectrum;

2. Any spectral side peaks of the mode filter should be suppressed sufficiently;

3. The spectral bandwidth of the mode filter, \( \Delta \lambda_{Filter} \), should be smaller than the FSR of the laser cavity (\( \Delta \lambda_{FSR, Laser} \)) such that only one longitudinal mode is selected.

### 2.2.4 Spectral linewidth of ECDLs under strong optical feedback

With the goal of a quantitative modeling, an ECDL, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), can be simplified into an equivalent two-mirror Fabry-Perot laser via incorporating all the external feedback part into an effective complex amplitude reflectivity, \( r_{eff}(\omega) \), as depicted in Fig. 2.2.

The effective complex amplitude reflectivity \( r_{eff}(\omega) \) is given by:

\[
 r_{eff}(\omega) = r(\omega)\exp(-j\varphi_{eff}(\omega)) \\
 = \beta t^2(\omega)\sqrt{R_3}\exp(-L_2\alpha_{ext})\exp(-2jkn_{eff}2L_2),
\]

(2.4)

where \( \alpha_{ext} \) is the power propagation loss of the external cavity and \( t(\omega) = t(\omega)\exp(-j\varphi(\omega)) \) is the frequency-dependent complex amplitude transmittance of the intra-cavity longitudinal mode filter. In this equation it is assumed that \( R_2 \) is very small (\( R_2 \approx 0 \)), which is a good approximation when the diode is equipped with an AR coating and the diode waveguide is tilted \( \theta \) the facet normal.

The advantage of the equivalent laser cavity is that a standard analysis under the so-called mean-field approximation can be carried out under the condition that \( |r_{eff}| \) in Eq. (2.4) is on the order of unity. This is the case when \( \beta, R_3 \) and \( T \) are close to unity while \( \alpha_{ext} \) is close to zero. Also in order to increase the power efficiency of the external cavity laser, it can be concluded that in the expression for \( r_{eff}(\omega) \), \( \beta \) should be maximized while \( \alpha_{ext} \) should be kept low.
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Under these assumptions, the laser spectral linewidth, $\Delta \nu$, derived under the context of chirp reduction [28], can be expressed as a corrected Schawlow-Townes linewidth from Eq. 2.1:

$$\Delta \nu = \frac{\Delta \nu_{ST}}{F^2},$$

with

$$F = 1 + A + B,$$

$$A = \frac{1}{\tau_{LD}} \left( \frac{d}{d\omega} \varphi_{eff}(\omega) \right),$$

and

$$B = \frac{\alpha}{\tau_{LD}} \left( \frac{d}{d\omega} \ln r(\omega) \right),$$

where $F$ is the total linewidth reduction factor which is closely related to the complex amplitude reflectivity ($r_{eff}(\omega)$) of the external cavity via the terms $A$ and $B$. Term $A$ can be easily re-written as

$$A = \frac{(2n_g L_{eff} + 2n_g L_2)}{(2n_g L_1)}$$

where $L_{eff}$ can be seen as the effective length of the mode filter given by

$$L_{eff} = \frac{\omega}{(n_{eff} k) d(\varphi(\omega))}$$

with $\varphi(\omega)$ the phase shift in the mode filter vs
light frequency. It can be seen that a steep slope of phase response of the mode filter, as is found in narrowband filters, increases $L_{\text{eff}}$, $A$, and $F$, thereby reducing the laser linewidth, $\Delta \nu$ in Eq. 2.5. The term $B$ describes additional linewidth reduction that occurs only at the rising slope of the spectral peak of the external feedback, where $(\frac{d}{d\omega} \ln r(\omega))$ is positive.

Summarizing these design aspects of the external cavity, presuming that single longitudinal mode oscillation is achieved, it is beneficial to include a mode filter that has long effective length, to have long passive propagation section, and to operate the laser at a wavelength slightly longer than the peak wavelength of the spectral reflectivity of the external cavity. The former two help to increase $A$, while the latter helps to increase $B$, both of which is desired to narrow the laser spectral linewidth.

As discussed above, Eqs 2.1 and 2.6 to 2.8 are derived under the mean-field approximation (MFA) and apply strictly only to situations where the light field and carrier density is uniformly distributed along the diode cavity. However, as will be discussed later in Chapter 6, the MFA may break down in hybrid lasers. To investigate the consequences for the laser linewidth more carefully, in Chapter 6 we recall and re-use the expressions for the waveguide feedback (Eqs. 2.6 to 2.8), but we replace modeling with the MFA with a spatially resolved model.

2.3 External cavity semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid lasers

In this thesis, we follow a novel paradigm for external cavity diode lasers, which we call semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid lasers. In such lasers, we make use of two different material platforms for integrated optical waveguides and optically couple the two with low loss. One is a waveguide in a semiconductor laser diode for light generation and amplification and the other is a glass waveguide circuit for spectral control of the generated light. In such hybrid lasers, the external optical feedback light path is optically integrated on a glass chip in the form of a waveguide circuit with a unique combination of lowest propagation loss and a high index contrast. The latter is enabled by an important emerging photonic platform which is based on Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide cores buried in a SiO$_2$ cladding [40]. The advantage of employing feedback based on waveguides with low loss and high contrast is that long external feedback paths and also finely resolving spectral filters can be incorporated in a chip. Thereby one eliminates largely all stability issues that an equivalent bulk-optical and even fiber-optical feedback would have. Such Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$ waveguides also offer an extremely wide transparency wavelength range, extending from the visible (at around 400 nm) into the mid-infrared range (at about 2.5 $\mu$m). Within this spectral range, the absorption loss and propagation loss can be very low, (e.g., down to 0.001dB/cm) at a wavelength of 1.55 $\mu$m and one could, with
the same approach as described above, construct hybrid lasers operating at any wavelength in this visible-to-mid-infrared interval via selecting a semiconductor material that amplifies the selected wavelength. Such ultra-wide spectral coverage, offered by the semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid lasers, is of both great technological and fundamental importance and will be of benefit for a wide range of fields.

In the following section we elaborate on various design aspects for the essential elements that constitute such hybrid lasers, for instance the gain section and the feedback circuit that contains the frequency-selective element. We use InP based laser diodes that operate at around 1.55 \( \mu \text{m} \) telecom wavelength, as an important example. Fabrication technology is mature for laser diode amplifiers at this particular wavelength and thus, such amplifiers are easily commercially available. Furthermore, hybrid lasers operating at 1.55 \( \mu \text{m} \) are of central relevance for important state-of-the-art microwave photonic applications, such as optical beam forming networks (OBFNs) \[41–43\]. We note again that the general design principles, as will be laid out, apply to hybrid lasers at wavelengths other than 1.55 \( \mu \text{m} \) as well.

### 2.3.1 InP Gain section

Diode laser amplifiers are an essential photonic elements capable of efficient and strong light generation and amplification. When coupled to an external cavity formed by a waveguide circuit, a hybrid laser is formed. Such external cavity hybrid lasers can coarsely be operated in two regimes, self-injection locking or as an ECDL, depending on the strength and optical bandwidth of the external feedback that the diode laser receives. As explained earlier, the regime operating as ECDL requiring strong optical feedback, can offer high spectral purity and a wide tuning range with a favourable stability in terms of operational parameters (temperature, driving current, etc).

In order to achieve strong optical feedback, it is important that the strength of the external reflectivity, \( |r_{\text{eff}}|^2 \), (including any possible loss that occurs in the external cavity) is much larger than any residual feedback from the diode facet, \( R_2 \), where the light is coupled into the external waveguide circuit.

The typical Fresnel reflectivity of as-cleaved semiconductor-air interfaces is about 0.3, due to the relatively high effective refractive index contrast (between 3 and 3.6 vs, e.g., the near unity index of air) at the facet of a semiconductor. For reducing the reflectivity \( R_2 \), the following measures can be taken.

A common technique to reduce \( R_2 \) is deploying an anti-reflection (AR) coating. Typical values of reflectivity after AR coating are of the order of \( 10^{-2} \) to \( 10^{-3} \). To reduce \( R_2 \) even further, one can tilt the diode-internal waveguide with respect to the normal of the facet \[44\]. The reflectivity for light in the tilted waveguide at the facet is given by:
where $R_{AR}$ is the Fresnel reflectivity of the interface reduced by an AR coating while the exponential term denotes the tilting induced reflectivity ($R_t$), $\theta$ is the waveguide tilt angle and the exponential factor describes the power coupling by diffraction back into the laser waveguide mode, $n$ is the effective refractive index of the diode waveguide mode, $w_0$ is the 1/e field strength mode field radius and $\lambda$ is the wavelength.

As an example, the diode laser used in Chapter 7 has a mode field diameter of 3.5 $\mu$m in both transverse directions, an effective refractive index of 3.2 and a tilt angle of 9° (within the diode). In this case, applying Eq. 2.9 yields for $R_2$ a value of about a very low value ($10^{-5}$-$10^{-4}$), which is beneficial for the diode to be spectrally controlled by external optical feedback.

2.3.2 Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$ based external feedback circuits

We design the external feedback circuits utilizing Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$ waveguide technology with longitudinal mode filtering using microring resonators (MRRs), fabricated with a double-striped cross section of the waveguide core [40]. This particular choice is strongly motivated by the feasibility of achieving with fine spectral filtering, low losses and a long cavity length a high spectral purity of the laser output, namely a high SMSR and a narrow spectral linewidth. Specifically, microring resonators designed for a high quality factor (Q-factor), when the light performs a large number of roundtrips, are suitable to significantly increase the effective cavity length, as compared to filters where the light performs only a single pass (MZIs, AWGs).

Indeed, double-stripe Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$ waveguides offer very low losses in the order of 0.1 dB/cm and MRRs can be used to form highly frequency-selective longitudinal mode filters with long effective lengths [39]. In the following section, we discuss how a longitudinal filter based on MRRs (a MRR-filter) is constructed.

We start with recalling the properties of a single so-called add-drop MRR, as is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.3 (a). An example of its spectral transmittance at the drop port, is shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). The spectral distance between two adjacent peaks, defined as the resonance frequencies of the MRR, is called the free spectral range (FSR) which is denoted as $\Delta \lambda_{FSR}$. The spectral full width at half maximum (FWHM) is denoted as $\Delta \lambda_{FWHM}$ which is approximately the same for all the resonances.

The FSR of the MRR, if the optical length of the resonator is much bigger than a wavelength, can be calculated as [45]:

$$\Delta \lambda_{FSR} = \frac{\lambda_0^2}{n_g 2\pi S},$$  (2.10)
Theoretical background

(a) Schematic of an add-drop MRR and (b) its spectral transmittance of the drop port. The spectral transmittance is calculated, as an example, for a radius of $S=99 \, \mu m$ and power coupling coefficients (from the input to the ring path and from the ring path to the drop waveguide) of $\kappa^2=0.1$, assuming that other losses can be neglected. The group index of the waveguide, $n_g$, is about 1.715.

where $\lambda_0$ is one of the resonance wavelengths in vacuum, $n_g$ is the group index of the waveguide (determined by the material dispersion and waveguide dispersion) and $S$ is the radius of the MRR. We note that this expression is an approximation from the frequency domain to the wavelength domain that is valid if the considered wavelength range is small compared to the center wavelength. Resonance frequencies can be shifted by changing the optical length of the MRR. In our case, this is realized via the thermo-optic effect, by varying the temperature with resistive heaters that are deposited on top of the MRRs. In order to facilitate laser wavelength tuning it is desired to have a small value of $S$ which increases $\Delta \lambda_{FSR}$. Here $S_1 = 99 \, \mu m$ which is about the minimum bending radius where bending loss can be neglected compared to the propagation loss (about 0.1 dB/cm [40]). The Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$ waveguides used in this work possess a group index of about 1.715, resulting a FSR of $\Delta \lambda_{FSR} \approx 2.2 \, nm$ at a wavelength around 1550 nm.
In the next step we illustrate how to construct a mode filter employing several MRRs, for obtaining a refined filtering with a narrow bandwidth and larger effective FSR than possible with a single MRR. Here we discuss as an example the feedback circuit comprising three MRRs, as depicted in Fig. 2.4 (a) because such a circuit was used in the experiments as well (Chapter 7. Fig. 2.4 (b)-(d) displays the spectral characteristics of this three-MRR filter.

As is shown in Fig. 2.4, in order to extend the tuning range beyond the FSR of one single MRR, a second MRR that has a slightly different radius, here we select $S_2 = 102 \, \mu m$ as an example, is added sequentially. The result is a much enlarged total FSR that is brought by the so-called Vernier effect. The increased FSR can be calculated with the following expression [46–48]:

$$\Delta \lambda_{FSR, Vernier} = \frac{\Delta \lambda_{FSR1} \Delta \lambda_{FSR2}}{|\Delta \lambda_{FSR1} - \Delta \lambda_{FSR2}|} \quad (2.11)$$

Here $\Delta \lambda_{FSR1}$ and $\Delta \lambda_{FSR2}$ are the FSRs of the two MRRs that have radii of $S_1$ and $S_2$ respectively. In the example chosen here ($S_1 = 99 \, \mu m$, $S_2 = 102 \, \mu m$), the total FSR of the two-MRR filter is increased to about 74.3 nm. This value is comparable with the gain bandwidth of the particular InP diode used in the experiments of Chapter 7. For suppressing the side peaks in the spectral transmittance, the power coupling coefficients, $K = \kappa^2$, of both MRRs are chosen to be $K = 0.1$, where $\kappa = \sqrt{K}$ is the according field coupling coefficient. These values were calculated via the method described in the PhD thesis of Oldenbeuving [49].

In order to further increase the cavity length, an extra length of 5 cm waveguide is added, wound up in the form of a spiral, to retain a compact format. In order to increase the effective cavity length and further decrease the filter bandwidth while ensuring that the FSR of the laser (defined in Eq. 2.3) remains larger than the filter bandwidth, the third MRR is chosen to have a large radius, $S_3$, again with power coupling coefficients $K = 0.1$. Regarding the choice for the radius of the third MRR, the FSR is taken to be larger than the FWHM bandwidth of the two-MRR Vernier filter which is fulfilled with a radius of 1485 $\mu m$. As can be seen in Fig. 2.4, such a three-MRR filter provides a very fine frequency selectivity with a FWHM of about 3.66 pm. The described configuration of our feedback circuit ensures single mode operation, and extends the effective length of the hybrid laser to a value of 15 cm. The main contribution to this (about 10 cm) stems from resonators, as can be coarsely calculated from their total single-pass length, $L_{RES} = 2\pi(S_1 + S_2 + S_3) \approx 1.1 \, \text{cm}$, multiplied with an enhancement factor of $E = (1 - K)/K = 9 \, (K = 0.1)$ [50]. Thanks to this effective length enhancement effect, our three-MRR configuration provides a full roundtrip cavity length of about 30 cm. The optical effect of such a long cavity is an extremely narrow fundamental (intrinsic) laser linewidth below one kilohertz, as will be shown in Chapter 7.
Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic of the three-MRR filter; (b)-(d) Calculated filtering characteristics of the three-MRR configuration, at a propagation loss of 0.1 dB/cm and power coupling coefficients $K = 0.1$; the radii of the MRRs are $S_1 = 99 \mu m$, $S_2 = 102 \mu m$, $S_3 = 1485 \mu m$, and the effective group index of the waveguides is $n_g = 1.715$. The filter is terminated with an adjustable loop mirror (discussed in details in Chapter 7); (b) Roundtrip transmittance spectrum of cascaded MRR1 and MRR2 (coarse Vernier filter), which shows a wide total FSR due to the Vernier effect; (c) a zoom-in version of the same spectrum as (b) centering around the Vernier peak wavelength; (d). Roundtrip transmittance spectrum of the three-MRR filter. The transmittance difference between the main peak and the dominating side peak is as high as 12.4 dB. The three-MRR filter shows a very fine frequency selectivity with a FWHM of about 3.66 pm and the roundtrip insertion loss (IL) of the filter is about 1.92 dB.
2.4 Injection locking

In the previous sections, general design aspects of the hybrid lasers under investigation were discussed. Specifically, it was described how to provide widely tunable external optical feedback to achieve single frequency oscillation with a narrow spectral linewidth. Another type of spectral control of lasers can be realized using the so-called injection locking [51–54]. This method allows for all-optical control of the frequency and phase of a laser (slave laser) oscillator by injection light from another laser (master laser). If the frequency difference of the master laser from the slave laser is smaller than a certain value called locking range, injection locking will occur. This means that the output frequency of the slave laser becomes equal to that of the master laser, and that the slave laser oscillation assumes a fixed phase relation with regard to the master laser. When the injected power is relatively weak, injection locking can also be understood as a regenerative amplification of the injected light. The original slave laser oscillation is extinguished due to insufficient gain caused by gain depletion through the master laser light. A major advantage, as compared to simple traveling-wave amplification is a significantly enhanced frequency selectivity [54] and a strong reduction of noise due to gain saturation by oscillation.

When injection locking is performed with multiple lasers, all of these lasers will oscillate at the same frequency and phase, which is of great importance for providing a phased array of local oscillators for certain applications.

As an example of rapidly emerging relevance, where such phased arrays of local oscillators might be used is the on-chip optical control of microwave communication systems, specifically phased antenna arrays. In such antennas, each element receives microwave signals from a large solid angle which means that there is no directionality. However, the antenna array becomes highly directional if the received signals from the different elements are constructively superimposed with appropriate mutual delays between the signals. Microwave signals possess a relatively large wavelength, which means that a direct delay in the microwave domain requires bulky equipment. Another option would be digital delay but this is limited in bandwidth and leads to significant power consumption.

An elegant solution that is also capable of handling extremely large signal bandwidths is delaying microwave signals in the optical domain. In this approach, a spectrally narrowband optical carrier is generated with a laser of small linewidth. This carrier is then distributed to a larger number of modulators, and here injection locking can be needed to maintain a sufficient power. Each individual carrier is modulated by one of the received microwave signals, thereby transferring the received information into the optical domain. In a next step, the optical signals stemming from the different antenna elements are given an appropriate delay in a corresponding optical delay line. Finally, the individual optical signals are superimposed on a photodetector with a non-modulated fraction of the narrowband laser as local oscillator. This reveals a
microwave signal received from a certain direction. Similarly a directed transmission in the form of a beam can be obtained with optical delay lines, therefore also called an optical beam forming network (OBFN) \[41, 55\]. The advantages of using optical methods for control and processing information, specifically if integrated on a chip are tremendous. The wavelength of lightwaves is 4 orders of magnitude smaller than that of microwaves, therefore using optical methods significantly reduces the required size for implementing delay lines. This has been demonstrated for instance by Eijerink et al. \[56\] with sixteen delay lines integrated in a photonic waveguide chip of only a few mm size.

A crucial requirement, to warrant stable superposition of many optical signals as described, is that the set of optical carriers used is having stable relative phases even after delay. This requirement rules out the possibility of using separate lasers as local oscillators if their relative phase is not controlled and if their spectral bandwidth is too large.

A potential approach to fulfill this need for mutually phase stable optical carriers in a chip-sized format is injection locking of hybrid lasers. In order to explore the feasibility of providing phase controlled local oscillators, we have investigated a corresponding prototype scenario, which is injection locking of a hybrid laser by another hybrid laser, as will be presented in Chapter 4.

### 2.4.1 Basic theory of injection locking

In order to recall some essential details on how to observe laser injection locking, we refer to a generic setup, as is shown in Fig. 2.5. The output from the master laser (ML) is injected into the slave laser (SL) via an optical isolator. This ensures that no backward locking can occur. The output of the two lasers is then superimposed at a photodetector. If the detuning of the ML frequency, $\nu_{ML}$, from the free-running SL frequency, $\nu_{SL}$, is larger than the locking range, i.e., $\Delta \nu_{lk} < \left| \nu_{ML} - \nu_{SL} \right|$, the two lasers will oscillate at different frequencies and have no predictable phase relation with regard to each other. In this case, the photodiode signal will contain a non-zero beat frequency, which is equal to the detuning of the lasers. This beat frequency can be observed, e.g., on a RF spectrum analyzer. Tuning the ML can then be observed as a tuning of the detected RF frequency. However, if the detuning becomes smaller than the locking range, $\Delta \nu_{lk} > \left| \nu_{ML} - \nu_{SL} \right|$, the SL starts oscillating at the injected ML frequency rather than at $\nu_{SL}$ and, simultaneously, the relative phase of the SL is locked to that of the ML \[54\]. In this case there is no RF beat frequency detectable, which indicates injection locking. Therefore, the locking range can be determined as the frequency range over which a beat signal is absent.

Injection locking phenomena were first theoretically investigated in early work by Adler \[51\]. Adler’s results apply analogously to optical oscillators, and a comprehensive description for laser oscillators can be found, e.g., in \[57\]. For laser injection locking, the modeling yields the full locking range (which is twice the so-called locking half-range) as:
Figure 2.5: Schematic of the injection locking setup used by Stove and Steier [52]. Light from the master laser is split into two parts. One part passes an optical isolator (ISO) and enters the slave laser. The other part of light from the master laser is combined with the output light of the slave laser and is fed into a photodiode (PD). The beat signal from the photodiode is displayed on a RF spectrum analyzer.

\[
\Delta \nu_{\text{lk}} = \frac{\nu_{\text{SL}}}{Q} \sqrt{\frac{P_i}{P_{\text{SL}}}}
\]  

(2.12)

In this expression, \(Q\) is the quality factor of the slave laser’s resonator, which is defined as the ratio of the center wavelength to the cold cavity bandwidth; \(P_{\text{SL}}\) is the free running output power of the slave laser, and \(P_i\) is amount of optical power that is injected to the slave laser. The latter includes transmission and potential mode matching losses and is, thus, only a fraction of the ML’s total output power.

Equation 2.12 reveals that the locking range not only depends on the operational and optical parameters of the SL, but also on the injected power from the ML.

To give an example of the involved numbers in a specific case, in the microwave photonic applications named above, it can be important to conduct injection locking for the purpose of frequency-selectively amplifying an optical sideband, which may have a typical bandwidth of a few hundred MHz as is determined by the speed of microwave modulation. In this case, it required that the locking range is sufficiently large, i.e., at the few-hundred-MHz level, in order to prevent signal distortion induced by spectral non-uniform amplification throughout the entire sideband. According to Eq. 2.12, to provide a sufficiently large locking range one could, in principle, increase the injected power. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the increase of locking range with injected power in a quantitative experiment.

Our own experimental results on the first injection locking of a hybrid semiconductor laser with feedback from a waveguide circuit will be presented in Chapter 4. There we demonstrate that, the investigated type of hybrid laser can be locked over a large frequency range of about 500 MHz, limited only
by the available injected power from the master laser. The described injection locking experiments can be seen as an important step towards on-chip phase control of entire arrays of hybrid lasers, as is of central importance for the aimed OBFN application in microwave photonics.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have first elaborated on several central design aspects for the realization of hybrid lasers with widely wavelength-tunable, single frequency output of narrow spectral linewidth. Regarding the letter, we expect an extremely narrow intrinsic laser linewidth at the sub-kilohertz level, when choosing the envisioned set of parameters, specifically, a power coupling coefficient of $K=0.1$ for three sequential MRRs ($S_1 = 99 \, \mu m$, $S_2 = 102 \, \mu m$ and $S_3 = 1485 \, \mu m$) and a reflectivity of 0.5 for the adjustable loop mirror. Secondly, we have briefly recalled the principle of injection locking, as a preparation for exploring the potential of utilizing hybrid lasers for providing phase controlled local carriers, which is important, e.g., for application in optical beam forming networks [41, 43] or carrier recovery in coherent optical receivers [58].


We report on a novel type of laser in which a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) receives frequency-selective feedback from a glass-waveguide circuit. The laser we present here is based on InP for operation in the 1.55 \( \mu \text{m} \) wavelength range. The \( \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4/\text{SiO}_2 \) glass waveguide circuit comprises two sequential high-Q ring resonators. Adiabatic tapering is used for maximizing the feedback. The laser shows single-frequency oscillation with a record-narrow spectral linewidth of 24 kHz at an output power of 5.7 mW. The hybrid laser can be tuned over a broad range of 46.8 nm (1531 nm to 1577.8 nm). Such InP-glass hybrid lasers can be of great interest in dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) and as phase reference in optical beam-forming networks (OBFN). The type of laser demonstrated here is also of general importance because it may be applied over a huge wavelength range including the visible, limited only by the transparency of glass (400 nm to 2.35 \( \mu \text{m} \)).

\(^1\)This Chapter is based on the following published work "A hybrid semiconductor-glass waveguide laser," SPIE Proceedings 9135, 91351B. (2014)
3.1 Introduction

New developments in laser technology are of both fundamental and technological interest and enable numerous applications. Of special interest are tunable lasers with narrow spectral linewidth, for which external cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) are important candidates. However, in such lasers the external frequency-selective feedback is usually achieved with bulk optical components, which renders such lasers unsuitable for many applications where small size is required. Furthermore, the mechanical tuning scheme limits the switching time between different wavelengths to tens of ms[1, 2], while a design with bulk components is prone to acoustic perturbations. These issues can be addressed with monolithic integration such as found in distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. But the spectral linewidth so far achieved with DFB and DBR lasers is typically in the order of MHz, along with a small tuning range around a few nm [3, 4].

In this work we report on a novel type of laser in which components with complementary (active versus passive) properties are combined. Wide tunability and a record narrow linewidth are demonstrated with this type of laser while the footprint is kept small (a few mm). The construction of the laser is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The light generated by a solitary semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) is controlled by frequency selective feedback from a glass-waveguide circuit which incorporates two microring resonators (MRRs). The control yields single-frequency oscillation and a wide wavelength tunability. Choosing MRRs with high quality factors enhances the frequency selectivity. Choosing glass waveguides with low loss enables an increasing of the feedback path lengths for narrowing the spectral laser linewidth. The shown type of laser may be straightforwardly extended to operate over a wide spectral region including the entire visible range, due to the wide transparency range of glass waveguides (400 nm to 2.35 µm) [5], when making use of amplifiers from different semiconductor materials, such as GaN, GaAs or InGaAsSb/AlGaAsSb. Compared to initial our results [6], using an improved design with tapered glass waveguides, we demonstrate here a factor of ten increase in output power and an enlarged spectral coverage.

3.2 Structure and operation principle

As is shown in Fig. 3.1, the hybrid laser features an active-passive structure, comprising a solitary InP SOA chip and a dedicate glass waveguide circuit. To more detail, one of the facets of the amplifier chip is equipped with a high reflection (HR) coating, while the other facet (facing the glass chip) is anti-reflection (AR) coated, to suppress lasing within the gain chip. To further decrease residual feedback from the AR facet, the waveguide of the gain chip is
3.2. Structure and operation principle

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the hybrid semiconductor-glass waveguide laser

tilted at 5 degrees\(^2\) with respect to the facet normal. Wire-bonding is used for current injection while the gain chip is mounted on a Si heatsink for the purpose of temperature stabilization. The chip is butt-coupled to the external glass waveguide circuit, the key component of which is a mirror-like circuitry (MRR mirror) composed of two sequential MRRs with slightly different radii. Due to the Vernier effect, a much larger free spectral range (FSR) can be achieved than with a single MRR \([7, 8]\). A large FSR is preferable for wide range tuning while maintaining single-mode operation. Lasing wavelength selection can be accomplished through thermally tuning the optical length of the MRRs via chromium heaters deposited on top of the resonators. The large index contrast \((\Delta n = 0.5)\) of Si\(_3\)N\(_4\)/SiO\(_2\) waveguides brings a considerable decrease in size compared to that, e.g., achieved with silica on silicon [5]. Additionally, propagation losses are low due to the smooth Si\(_3\)N\(_4\)/SiO\(_2\) interfaces that can be provided with these amorphous materials. For example, propagation losses of typically 0.06-0.08 dB/cm can be achieved across the entire telecommunication C-band \([9]\), which are nearly two orders of magnitude lower than the commonly obtained 3 dB/cm with Si/SiO\(_2\) waveguides [10-13]. Also Si\(_3\)N\(_4\)/SiO\(_2\) waveguides with a

\(^2\)The tilt angle of the RSOAs may vary throughout this thesis, because all InP chips used were prototypes with various different combinations of angle, length and back facet reflectivity. In Chapter 5 we used a relatively long RSOA chip (2 mm) in order to increase the tolerance to potential losses, as will be presented later. In Chapter 7 we used a RSOA chip with moderate length (0.7 mm) that has a high back-facet reflectivity (90%) in order to decrease the cavity loss. The latter two types of RSOA chips were available only with an angle of 9 degrees.
A hybrid semiconductor-glass waveguide laser with maximized feedback from two microring resonators has recently been reported [14]. It can be clearly seen that advantages associated with the utilization of Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$ waveguides over other types of waveguides are prominent.

Another key issue of combining a solitary laser with an external waveguide is mode matching between the two. Undesired loss occurs when the mode profile in the gain waveguide differs from that in the passive waveguide. This is detrimental because it lowers the output power and increases the laser linewidth as well [6]. To address this, a taper section has been implemented in the external waveguide circuit. The technique applied for tapering are described in more detail in Ref [15]. Based on the design parameters chosen for reliable fabrication we determine a high coupling efficiency of 80%, which decreases undesired losses to about 20%.

3.3 Experimental results

In this section the properties of the hybrid laser are discussed in detail. The radii of the two MRRs are 49.5 µm and 54 µm respectively. The waveguide consists of two 790-nm-wide, 220-nm-thick Si$_3$N$_4$ stripes with SiO$_2$ as an intermediate layer (300 nm) and cladding. Via such a cross section the group refractive index of the waveguide is designed as 1.78, resulting in a calculated total FSR of 47.7 nm. The output of the hybrid laser is collected using a polarization maintaining (PM) fiber and then fed into a high resolution (0.01 nm) optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

3.3.1 MRR mirror properties

A broadband optical source (superluminescent diode) emitting light from 1500 nm to 1600 nm is used to measure the reflectivity of the MRR mirror as a function of wavelength. These measurements are done to confirm the successful fabrication of the design. In Fig. 3.2 we present a typical example of both a calculated and a measured reflectivity spectrum. The measured spectrum is normalized to its peak reflectivity which is 48%. It can be seen that the spectra, after normalization, are in good agreement with each other. The double-ring arrangement provides a relatively large free spectral range (FSR) of 46.4nm. This is promising in terms of wide tunability across the entire bandwidth of the gain chip while maintaining a single-wavelength output. The relatively small spectral width of the central maximum (0.19 nm) and the low reflectivity of the first side peak (22%) are desirable for single-mode operation.

3.3.2 Emission spectrum

Figure 3.3 shows the output spectrum of the hybrid laser when operating at a driving current of 90 mA which is far above the threshold (5 mA). The output power is 5.7 mW of which 2 mW is coupled into the fiber for spectral analysis.
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**Figure 3.2:** Calculated (blue) and measured (red) reflectivity as a function of wavelength of the double microring resonator mirror

It can be seen that the side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) is higher than 50 dB which suffices in almost all of the applications where there is a high demand for spectral purity [16, 17].

In order to measure the tuning range of the hybrid laser, a continuously increasing voltage is applied to the heater of one of the MRRs. This resulted in stepwise tuning via mode hops of the the wavelength with the FSR of the other MRR. Wavelengths larger than 1561.7 nm are obtained by heating the MRR with the larger radius (54 µm) while shorter wavelengths are achieved by tuning the smaller MRR (49.4 µm) at a driving current of 70 mA. Figure 3.4 shows that the hybrid laser can be tuned over a broad range starting from 1531 nm, towards 1577.8 nm, amounting to 46.8 nm, which is approximately 1.5-times larger than the telecommunication C-band (35 nm). The power variations (due to mode hops) throughout the tuning range might be reduced with maximizing the output power via the heater voltages after each mode hop. We note that the measured tuning range matches well with the FSR found in Fig. 3.2 as expected.

3.3.3 Linewidth measurement

To resolve the linewidth of the hybrid laser beyond the resolution of the OSA we employ delayed self-heterodyne detection. A 30 km long fiber is used to provide a delay longer than the coherence time of the laser. Considering the refractive index of the fiber, this length should be sufficiently long to measure
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Figure 3.3: Single-wavelength laser spectrum obtained at a driving current of 90 mA, the measured side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) is larger than 50 dB.

Figure 3.4: Superimposed output spectra of the hybrid laser obtained at driving current of 70 mA.
3.4. Experimental results

Figure 3.5: Measured spectrum of the beat signal shows a FWHM spectral width of 48 kHz, corresponding to a 3-dB laser linewidth of 24 kHz.

Laser linewidths down to 10 kHz. A subsequent acousto-optic modulator shifts the light frequency by 80 MHz for generating a non-zero-frequency beating. The beat signal is detected with a photo diode connected to a radio frequency (RF) analyzer. The RF spectrum shown in Fig.3.5 is obtained under the same condition as for recording the data in Fig.3.3. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of the RF spectrum is 48 kHz. This corresponds to a 24 kHz 3-dB laser linewidth\(^3\). The measured linewidth is surprisingly narrow considering the short physical length of the laser of about 4 mm. This can be largely ascribed to the low-loss feedback waveguide circuit, the long effective length of the MRRs and their high frequency selectivity. As a comparison, achieving similarly narrow linewidths with standard external cavity diode lasers using, e.g., a bulk optical grating, requires a free-space cavity length in the order of ten centimeters or more [18]. Such free-space, bulk-optical cavity, due to susceptibility to acoustic perturbations and thermal drift, then usually requires an additional active frequency stabilization [2]. On the other hand, when considering integrated Bragg gratings (monolithic DBR or DFB laser) the effective length of the grating is usually shorter than its physical length [19], which gives rise to a typical linewidth in the order of 1 MHz.

\(^3\)We note that the center part of the laser emission spectrum is usually broadened due to technical noise at low noise frequencies. This means that the 3-dB linewidth is larger than the fundamental (intrinsic) laser linewidth. A detailed discussion about intrinsic linewidth retrieving based on laser frequency noise measurements can be found in Chapter 7.
3.4 Conclusion

A hybrid semiconductor-glass waveguide laser has been presented and its main properties have been investigated. By maximizing the coupling between the semiconductor and Si₃N₄ glass waveguides via tapering, a maximum of 5.7 mW output power was achieved with a SMSR larger than 50 dB. The laser exhibits a broad tuning range of 46.8 nm while the spectral linewidth is as narrow as 24 kHz. This is the smallest linewidth obtained so far for any hybrid-integrated diode laser, including work based on feedback from Si waveguide MRR circuits [11–13]. Seen the low losses of glass waveguides, a further narrowing of the linewidth into the sub-KHz range might be realized with further improved mode matching together with increasing the effective length the MRRs via smaller coupling [6]. The wide freedom of choice in selecting any desired semiconductor gain material within the transparency range of glass appears of interest for exploring the described laser also in other wavelength ranges, such as for applications in gas sensing or precision metrology.
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\textit{Q-factor measurements through injection locking of a semiconductor-glass hybrid laser with unknown intracavity losses}

The injection locking properties of a newly developed waveguide based external cavity semiconductor laser have been investigated. Using the injection locking properties to measure the $Q$-factor of complex optical cavities with unknown internal losses, has been demonstrated for the first time. \footnote{This Chapter is based on the following published work "Q-factor measurements through injection locking of a semiconductor-glass hybrid laser with unknown intracavity losses," Optics Letters 39(7), 1748 (2014).}
4.1 Introduction

Injection locking of lasers is a powerful method for all-optical control of the frequency and phase of laser oscillators with superior precision [1, 2]. Semiconductor lasers are a very important target for injection locking, as evidenced by a wide range of fundamental physics applications. These include the generation of non-classical, sub-Poissonian states of light [3, 4], or highly frequency selective amplification in precision metrology based on optical frequency combs [5]. Injection-locking of semiconductor lasers is also of great technological importance in integrated optical systems. Examples are the generation of ultrawide tunable radiation (microwave to terahertz) [6], phase-locking of entire arrays of lasers [7], phase control of terahertz lasers [8], applications in coherent communications systems [9], and microwave photonics [10].

Integration of hybrid devices, which can combine lasers, splitters, modulators, and detectors on the same substrate, are interesting for a range of applications [11]. Of particular interest is the integration of optical components with complementary (i.e. active vs. passive) properties [12] because this can strongly enhance the spectral and temporal control of the generated light, such as via integrated high Q resonators and delay lines. An example is the integration of InP semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) with spectrally selective Si waveguide resonators for external feedback. This approach yielded integrated external cavity diode lasers with wide spectral tuning [13] and narrow spectral bandwidth [14]. The narrowest spectral bandwidth obtained so far with such waveguide based external cavity semiconductor lasers was achieved with using, for the first time, a glass-based waveguide circuit to form a semiconductor-glass hybrid laser. The narrow spectral bandwidth was the result of using feedback from a low-loss glass (Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$) waveguide circuit containing two microring resonators (MRRs). We found, interestingly, that the laser had a spectral bandwidth as low as 25 kHz [15]. Nevertheless the full potential of such lasers is far from being explored.

The low reported spectral bandwidth is likely to be due to the low losses obtained from the glass waveguides [16, 17]. These losses make ultra-low spectral bandwidths in the sub-kHz-range appear feasible if the quality factor (Q-factor) of the hybrid laser cavity can be increased. This could be achieved by reducing the coupling loss at the interface between the SOA and the waveguide feedback chip, for example. Increasing the Q-factor also yields an inversely proportional narrowing of the locking range [18], which enhances the frequency selectivity of a hybrid laser. Frequency selective amplification is of great interest for the amplification of single lines in optical frequency combs, or narrow sidebands, as is required for phased array antenna applications [19]. This reasoning, however, can be reversed: the inversely proportional relationship between the Q-factor and locking range also enables a direct measurement of the Q-factor of the hybrid laser cavity. This is important because measuring the roundtrip losses in such laser is even more difficult than determining the losses in a solitary diode laser [20]. The hybrid laser is based on a complex cavity, consisting of a low-Q
semiconductor gain section and dedicated high-\(Q\) waveguide circuitry. In this case, a conventional cavity ring-down measurement cannot be easily conducted [21]. In addition, the need for another probe laser with a frequency that is on resonance with the hybrid laser cavity renders this method prohibitive. An alternative solution might involve measuring the losses originating from numerous mechanisms in a hybrid device. This would require measuring internal losses in the active region [20], propagation loss in the waveguide, and bending losses within each MRR [22], as well as \textit{a priori} unknown feedback and coupling loss at the interface between the SOA and the waveguide chip [23]. This would be time consuming, and large uncertainties would arise due to differences, associated with fabrication and processing variability, between samples used for each measurement.

Here we demonstrate the first injection locking of a semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid laser and characterize its basic parameters. Locking is performed by injecting an RF sideband from a second hybrid laser. The locking range, measured vs. the injected power, is in agreement with previously estimated values for the \(Q\)-factor of the hybrid laser cavity and, thereby, confirms the high potential of such lasers as new class of integrated-optics oscillators with ultra-low bandwidth. The locking demonstrated here also provides a new tool for measuring the cavity \(Q\)-factor of such lasers in operation and, thereby, allows the quality of chip-to-chip coupling to be assessed. The availability of such a tool lies at the heart of hybrid photonic integration involving optical amplification, because measurements of chip-to-chip coupling performance is necessary to guide loss reduction strategies, such as waveguide tapering for spots size conversion [24].

4.2 Theoretical background

To recall the essential properties of injection locking: the output from a first laser, called the master laser (ML), is injected into a second laser, called the slave laser (SL). If the detuning of the ML frequency, \(\nu_{ML}\), from the free-running SL frequency, \(\nu_{SL}\), is smaller than the so-called locking range, i.e., \(\Delta \nu_{lk} > |\nu_{ML} - \nu_{SL}|\), the SL starts oscillating at the injected ML frequency rather than at \(\nu_{SL}\).

The full locking range, which is twice the so-called locking half-range, is given by: [18]

\[
\Delta \nu_{lk} = \frac{\nu_{SL}}{Q} \sqrt{\frac{P_{i}}{P_{SL}}},
\]

(4.1)

where \(Q\) is the quality factor of the slave laser’s resonator, \(P_{SL}\) is the free running output power, and \(P_{i}\) is the injected power. The latter includes transmission and mode matching losses and is, thus, only a fraction of the ML total output power.
This expression would underestimate the locking range by a factor of \((1 + \alpha^2)^{1/2}\) if applied to a solitary diode laser, [25], where \(\alpha\) is the linewidth enhancement or Henry factor [26]. In a hybrid laser, however, only a small fraction of the cavity, \(f_c < 1\) is fabricated from semiconductor material. In our case, the light only spends \(f_c = 0.15\) of the roundtrip time in the semiconductor material, and \(\alpha\) is between 3 and 4, according to the manufacturer (Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hertz-Institut, Berlin). Using these considerations, we estimate that the broadening of the locking range is limited to \((1 + (f_c\alpha)^2)^{1/2}\), which is in the range of 1.1–1.17 for the lasers described here.

Eq. (4.1) can be used to determine the effective \(Q\)-factor of the hybrid cavity by varying the injected power and measuring the locking range. The schematic structure of the two lasers used is the same as shown in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.1). Both the ML and SL are the same as that described in detail in Ref. [15]. In brief, the lasers are based on InP SOAs with a measured output power of 7.4 mW (at drive current 90 mA) at a wavelength of around 1.55 \(\mu\)m. The gain waveguide is tilted at 5 degrees with respect to the anti-reflection coated output facet. The frequency selective waveguide feedback circuits are fabricated using \(\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4/\text{SiO}_2\) waveguide technology with a box-shaped waveguide cross section [16]. Light coupled into the input/output waveguide travels via a Y-junction through two sequential MRRs (radius of 50 and 55 \(\mu\)m) before traveling back into the SOA. The input-output facet the waveguide is tilted and anti-reflection coated to minimize coupling losses. Heaters are placed on top of the MRRs to thermally tune the two MRR’s resonance frequencies. Output from the lasers is obtained after a second Y-junction behind the MRRs.

4.3 Experimental results and discussion

The injection locking experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1. The light from the ML is coupled into a single-mode fiber and amplified by an Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA, Firmstein Technologies PR25R), followed by a 90/10 splitter. The higher power portion is used to provide the reference signal for heterodyne detection, while the lower power signal is used for injection locking. The injection signal is passed through a Mach-Zehnder optical modulator (Avanex PowerLog FA 20), which is driven by a signal generator (Agilent Technologies E8267D) that is capable of sweeping the modulation frequency, \(\Omega\), from 0 to 20 GHz. After modulation, about 15% of the optical power is contained in the first \((\nu_{ML} - \Omega)\) sideband. To prevent feedback from the SL into the ML, the modulated signal is passed through an optical isolator (IO-H-1550FC Thorlabs). Thereafter, the injection signal is amplified by two EDFAs (Alcatel 1686WM). The injected power is controlled via a variable attenuator (Ando AQ3105), and the light is injected into the SL via a 50/50 coupler.

This coupler is also the output port of the SL. The output of the SL exits the coupler, and is amplified by an EDFA (Firmstein Technologies PR25R). Following amplification, the SL output is mixed with the reference using a sec-
4.3. Experimental results and discussion

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the injection locking setup. The master laser is marked as ML, slave: SL, optical modulator: MOD., optical isolator: $\rightarrow$, optical attenuator: Att., couplers: 50/50 and 90/10, optical spectrum analyzer: OSA, photodiode: PD, and RF spectrum analyzer: RF. Measurements of the injected ML power and the SL output power are performed at the location marked with the arrow.

Second 50/50 coupler. Half of the light is detected at one port of the 50/50 coupler using a photodiode (Discovery Semi DSC 30S) with a bandwidth of 20 GHz. The beat frequency is recorded using an RF spectrum analyzer (Agilent Signal Analyzer MXA N9020A, maximum range 10 Hz to 26.5 GHz). The light from the second output of the 50/50 coupler is directed to an optical spectrum analyzer (Ando AQ6317, spectral resolution 3 GHz).

The two lasers were coarsely tuned until their frequencies were within 20 GHz of each other, as measured by the optical spectrum analyzer. The modulation frequency was then swept so that the frequency of the light injected into the SL was precisely controlled compared to the precision achieved via thermally tuning the ML. The frequency range over which the ML could successfully injection lock the SL was recorded for different injected powers.

To calibrate the power of the injected sideband, we determined the ML power at the output of the 50/50-coupler in front of the SL, which is marked with an arrow in Fig. 4.1. We measured a ML power of 2.69 mW with the attenuator set to 0 dB, and 15% of this amount is transferred to the upper first-order sideband, which corresponds to a sideband power of 403.5 $\mu$W. At the same position, the output power of the slave laser was measured to be $P_{SL} = 20.9$ $\mu$W. The mode field diameter of the single mode fiber is specified to be 10.5±0.8 $\mu$m (P1-1550PM-FC-2) and that of the waveguide chip is measured to be 1 $\mu$m in both directions, yielding a calculated coupling efficiency of $3.56 \times 10^{-2}$ with uncertainties of $-13\%$ and $+17\%$. This allows us to determine the ratio of $P_i$ and $P_{SL}$ in Eq. 4.1. Using the calculated coupling efficiency, the maximum injected sideband power from the ML was calculated to be $P_i =$
**Figure 4.2:** RF beat spectra of the injected and the SL frequency, recorded for different detunings of the injected ML sideband. Locking is indicated by a single beat frequency ((b)–(e)). No locking is indicated by the presence of several beat frequencies, generated by the different frequencies of the sideband, reference and SL ((a) and (f)). The shown spectra are all centered at 11.24 GHz.

14.38 $\mu$W at 0 dB of attenuation.

A set of typical RF spectra is shown in Fig. 4.2, recorded for different values of the modulation frequency. The presence of injection locking is determined by inspecting the spectra for the number of frequencies of beat notes. If the SL was successfully locked to the ML, a single beat frequency between the reference and locked sideband was observed (see Fig. 4.2(b)-(e)). If the SL was not locked while the frequency of the ML frequency was close to the edge of the locking range, multiple sidebands were observed (see Fig. 4.2(a), and (f)). The origin of these sideband is well understood [27]. The injected light, when tuned outside the locking range, does not extinguish the SL frequency, but causes a frequency modulation of the SL frequency, at the SL-ML difference frequency.

Fig. 4.3 shows the main results, which is the measured injection locking range as a function of the injected ML sideband power. The injected powers for which locking was observed range from 6.42-14.38 $\mu$W. The vertical error bars indicate the experimental uncertainty.

The data is plotted on a double-logarithmic scale in order to investigate whether they follow a linear function with a slope of $-1/2$ as predicted by Eq. 4.1. The solid line shows a least-square fit of Eq.(4.1) to the data, with
Figure 4.3: Injection locking range of the hybrid laser vs. the injected sideband power, on a double-logarithmic scale. The output power of the locked SL-hybrid laser is 0.587 mW. The red circles depict the experimental data. The solid line is a least-squares fit of Eq. 4.1 with $Q$ as the only free parameter.

$Q$ the only free parameter. The best fit value for $Q$ was found to be $(6.2 \pm 1.6) \times 10^4$. The uncertainty comes from two sources: the uncertainty in the locking range, which contributes $1.0 \times 10^4$, and might be decreased substantially by using an optimized choice of RF spectrum analyzer and RF modulator sweep times. We address the remaining $0.6 \times 10^4$ error to the input power measurements. Taking into account the influence of the Henry factor (10–17%), the $Q$ is found to be in the range of $4.1 \times 10^4$ to $8.6 \times 10^4$. We note that this value is of the same order as previous estimates of the $Q$ ($Q = 1.6 \times 10^4$) based on an estimated 13.5 ps photon lifetime in the hybrid laser cavity) [15].

4.4 Conclusion

Here we have investigated injection locking of a novel type of hybrid laser based on semiconductor gain and glass waveguide feedback. Integrated optical lasers lend themselves to injection locking because they are largely immune to mechanical perturbations and drifts of mode-matching conditions. This ease of injection locking allows it to be used as a method to quantify the effective $Q$-factor of integrated optical cavities with unknown internal losses. This tool may also be used to inspect the intracavity losses of standard monolithic diode lasers, such as Fabry-Perot and distributed feedback lasers.
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Optically integrated InP-Si₃N₄ hybrid laser

We describe the first demonstration and characterization of an optically integrated InP-Si₃N₄ hybrid laser. The laser is formed by integration of an InP based reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) with a Si₃N₄ based feedback waveguide circuit. The circuit comprises a frequency selective and tunable Vernier mirror composed of two microring resonators (MRRs) with slightly different radii. A wide tuning range of more than 43 nm is achieved via the thermo-optic effect. The typical side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) is 35 dB. The narrowest linewidth achieved is about 90 kHz, and the relative intensity noise is less than -135 dBc/Hz. ¹

¹This Chapter is based on the following published work "Optically integrated InP-Si₃N₄ hybrid laser," IEEE Photonics Journal, 8(6) (2016).
5.1 Introduction

There has been an ever-increasing demand for higher bandwidth in fiber-optic communications. Such demand has driven the need for integrated semiconductor laser sources with narrow linewidths that can be applied in dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) using advanced modulation formats, such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [1]. Besides fiber-optic telecommunications, applications that benefit from such lasers are optical beamforming networks [2], light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [3], spectroscopy [4], optical sensing [5] or space-based laser cooling [6] and atomic clocks [7] in global positioning systems (GPS). Especially when looking for narrow spectral bandwidth, monolithic semiconductor lasers, where all the components of the laser are made of the same materials, approach their limits. This is the reason why so-called hybrid lasers are currently gaining considerable interest. In such lasers, a semiconductor amplifier made of active material providing optical gain is optically coupled to an integrated optical waveguide circuit fabricated from a different passive material (without optical gain). Specifically, replacing any passive but otherwise relatively lossy section of a semiconductor waveguide resonator by low-loss passive waveguides enables reducing the total cavity loss and increasing the cavity length, which is known to decrease the Schawlow-Townes linewidth of the laser [8].

The hybrid laser schemes investigated so far can be divided into three types: a) evanescently coupled III/V on Si lasers [9]; b) lasers which utilize a vertical taper to realize an adiabatic conversion of the optical mode from a III-V gain waveguide into passive waveguides [10–12]; and c) reflective semiconductor optical amplifiers (RSOAs) butt-coupled to external waveguide circuits, realized with various passive waveguide platforms such as Si [13, 14], SiON [15], polymer [16] and Si$_3$N$_4$ [17]. While evanescently and adiabatically coupled lasers might be integrated via bonding techniques, they require sophisticated fabrication technology which essentially introduces III-V material in CMOS processing lines, which is generally not supported in current foundries. Moreover, the passive material used so far has exclusively been limited to Si, and thus to certain infrared ranges including the telecom range while, but excluding applications in the visible. The third type, however, is quite different in that it relieves the difficulties in fabrication and broadens the choice of materials. The RSOA and external waveguide circuitry can be fabricated separately, for achieving high performance with independently optimizing each component.

Previously, we had reported the first demonstration of a semiconductor-Si$_3$N$_4$ hybrid laser. In this experiment, the InP RSOA and Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide chips were not yet integrated (firmly and permanently coupled to each other), but the chips were mounted on separate alignment stages and it remained possible to optimize the optical coupling via manual readjustments. Frequency selection is achieved using a Vernier mirror based on two microring resonators (MRRs) [17, 18]. A wide tuning range covering the entire telecom C-band was achieved. The emerging Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide platform is of special importance be-
cause it can offer some fundamental and technological advantages over other passive waveguide platforms: a) compared to silica that has only a low index contrast ($\Delta n \approx 10^{-2}$ [19]), the index contrast is very high, $\Delta n \approx 0.5$, rendering a small footprint achievable even with long optical lengths; b) Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides provide a very large transparency range, from 400 nm to 2400 nm [20], which means that a large variety of semiconductor materials other than InP might be used, to form hybrid lasers working at other wavelengths including the visible range; c) very low linear propagation loss in the order of 0.1 dB/cm [21] when using a double-stripe cross-section and record-low loss of less than 0.001 dB/cm with a single-stripe cross-section [22]; d) its low nonlinearity, which prevents two-photon absorption [23]; e) its maturity in terms of design, tunability [24] and programmability [25], which enables access to complex functionalities on the same photonic chip.

The aforementioned advantages of a hybrid InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ laser call for a feasible approach to integrate such lasers, which is the key for applications. Examples are flip-chip bonding [26–28] and a recently reported 3D integration utilizing a total internal reflection (TIR) turning mirror within the RSOA [29]. However, those approaches require a highly specific design of the RSOA, ruling out the possibility of utilizing off-the-shelf, standard gain chips that are easily available at most desired wavelengths and powers.

In this chapter we demonstrate an optically integrated InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ laser for the first time. A first challenge in this, when using standard, non-customized RSOA chips and basic, non-tapered waveguides, is that even with perfect alignment the optical mode mismatch can be large and cause coupling loss at the 90% level [17]. Tapered waveguides would increase the optical coupling but different tapers are required for different types of RSOAs which deviate significantly in their mode field diameters (MFD). Secondly, the typical limit in alignment accuracy is in the order of 0.1 $\mu$m which introduces unforeseeable loss particularly at small and well-matched mode field diameters. These effects greatly influence the achievable output power via some unpredictable increase in laser threshold, in addition to threshold variations due to the spectrally varying transmission of the output mirror which is a major aspect of laser cavity designs [14]. Ruling out these shortcomings and uncertainties and improving accuracy in positioning and fixation is certainly possible to an appreciable extent but it would lead to smaller tolerances and thus higher risk and costs in optical integration.

In this work, the goal is to demonstrate a viable way of integrating a hybrid laser that offers useful output power at the mW-level and still provides a large tolerance to the named losses, although this would sacrifice wall plug efficiency and increases the spectral linewidth of the laser [8]. To secure a strong loss margin, we use an RSOA with a rather large length to provide high gain. Numerical modeling of the output power versus coupling loss is carried out to quantify our assumption of the loss margin, while comparison with experimental output data can be used to determine the amount of losses present. After integration of the hybrid laser, its spectral linewidth and other important properties such
as the side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) and relative intensity noise (RIN) are presented.

5.2 Device description and operation principle

![Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the hybrid laser (not to scale).](image)

$R_1$ is the reflectivity of the high reflection (HR) coated amplifier back facet, $R_2$ is the overall reflectivity of the Vernier mirror, $L$ is the total length of the feedback circuit and $\beta$ is the power coupling efficiency between the anti-reflection (AR) coated diode waveguide and the $Si_3N_4$ waveguide.

The basic waveguide layout of the hybrid laser under investigation is shown in Fig. 5.1. The laser comprises an InP based RSOA and a $Si_3N_4$ waveguide circuit. The RSOA (obtained from the Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hertz-Institute, Berlin) possesses a relatively long length of 2 mm, in order to provide a high single-pass gain for compensating potential high losses in the hybrid laser cavity. The RSOA has a HR coated back-facet with a reflectivity of $R_1=90\%$ and an AR coating of the front-facet optimized for a refractive index of 1.5, close to the effective index of the external $Si_3N_4$ waveguide which was used in this work (1.535). The diode waveguide is angled with regard to the front facet by $9^\circ$ to further reduce perturbing back reflection. This was successfully achieved, because the output spectra as presented later, appear free of a 0.16-nm modulation that would correspond to the optical roundtrip length of the diode; the MFD is specified to be 4.2 $\mu m$ in the horizontal direction and 1.95 $\mu m$ in the vertical direction. These values for the MFD are large when compared with other commercially available RSOA chips and also compared with the MFD of the $Si_3N_4$ waveguide used here (1.62 $\mu m$ in the horizontal direction and 1.72 $\mu m$ in the vertical direction). Although this mismatch will lead to increased roundtrip losses of the hybrid laser, the purpose here is to improve the tolerance vs misalignment. The calculated coupling loss between the two chips as a function of transverse misalignment is shown in Fig. 5.2. It can be seen that the coupling loss increases by 1 dB with a misalignment of 1.6 $\mu m$ in the horizontal direction or 1.3 $\mu m$ in the vertical direction. Given that state-of-the-art precision stages that we use here provide 100 nm resolution, a sufficiently large misalignment tolerance should be present. The RSOA chip is butt-coupled to the $Si_3N_4$ waveguide circuit, which carries a circuitry composed of two cascaded
(Vernier) MRRs that work as highly frequency selective feedback elements for imposing single-frequency operation at a narrow spectral bandwidth. The two slightly different radii of the MRRS and their power coupling coefficients are selected such that a) the total free spectral range (FSR) of the Vernier mirror exceeds the gain bandwidth of the RSOA, and b) that the spectral side peaks of the Vernier mirror reflectivity are suppressed to avoid lasing at undesired side modes [17].

Figure 5.2: The calculated coupling loss between the InP RSOA chip and the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip as a function of transverse misalignment, while the longitudinal gap size is assumed to be zero. It can be seen that the optimum coupling loss is about 2.6 dB. The 1-dB misalignment tolerance reaches 1.6 µm in horizontal direction and 1.3 µm in vertical direction.

Figure 5.3: The amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum (red curve) of the RSOA at 80 mA driving current is displayed together with the spectral reflectivity (blue curve) of the Vernier mirror when using a superluminescent diode (SLD) as the light source. Both spectra are normalized to their corresponding maxima.

For checking the fulfillment of these conditions we measured the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum of the RSOA and the reflection spectrum
of various Vernier mirrors. An example of an ASE spectrum is shown in Fig. 2, recorded at a driving current of 80 mA. The reflectivity of the Vernier mirror selected for laser feedback (MRR radii of 49.5 and 54.0 µm, power coupling coefficients set to 0.3, total circuit length L=3.5 mm) was measured with a broadband (3 dB spectral width of 50 nm) superluminescent diode (SLD) and is plotted in Fig. 5.3 as well. It can be seen that the RSOA provides optical gain over more than 35 nm bandwidth, covering the telecom C-band and that the Vernier mirror exceeds this bandwidth with a total free spectral range (FSR) of 46.4 nm and high side peak suppression.

5.3 Modeling of the output power versus coupling efficiency $\beta$

In order to retrieve important parameters that are needed for modeling the output power of the hybrid laser under various coupling efficiencies, $\beta$, first the RSOA output power (as cleaved, before the deposition of HR and AR coatings) vs driving current (LI curve) was recorded in solitary operation, i.e., before integration with the Si$_3$N$_4$ circuit. From the LI curve that showed a threshold current of 50 mA and slope efficiency of about 13.5 W/A, we calculated a gain-factor $g_0$ of about 2500 cm$^{-1}$ and an internal loss coefficient of about 13 cm$^{-1}$, using a rate equation (RE) model [30] when the tilting induced reflectivity (16.5%) as defined in Eq. 2.9 is taken into account [31]. $g_0$ is the current-independent gain-factor that scales in the gain coefficient, $g$, as follows: $g = g_0 \ln N/N_{tr}$, where $N$ is the carrier density which depends on driving current and $N_{tr}$ is the transparency carrier density.

Figure 5.4: Numerically calculated LI curves at different optical coupling efficiencies $\beta$. 

![Graph showing LI curves at different optical coupling efficiencies $\beta$.]
To verify that the chosen high-gain RSOA provides a high tolerance with regard also to higher losses between the InP and the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ interface, and for a later comparison with the experimental output power in order to evaluate the value for $\beta$ that was actually achieved, we calculated the LI characteristics of the hybrid laser for different values of the coupling efficiency. Using the RE model, a wide range from weak coupling ($\beta=0.1$), medium ($\beta=0.5$) to perfect coupling ($\beta=1$), was considered in the calculations whereas the RSOA back reflection was taken as equal to the specified value, $R_1=90\%$, and the effective Vernier feedback as $R_2=90\%$. The calculated power vs driving current at various values of $\beta$ is shown in Fig. 5.4. It can be seen that the slope efficiency only varies by a factor of two although the coupling loss varies by a factor of ten, from $\beta=0.1$ to 1. This differs significantly from the calculated result in [26], where a much shorter (600 $\mu$m) RSOA was used. An explanation can be that in their case the coupling loss is dominating the roundtrip loss, such that the change of slope efficiency is comparable to the change of $\beta$. In our case it can be seen that the hybrid laser should, although at high currents, provide an output in the 10 mW-range, even if the coupling becomes very small ($\beta=0.1$). Recalling that $\beta=0.1$ means a power loss of 20 dB per roundtrip shows that a high-gain RSOA indeed introduces a huge tolerance in terms of $\beta$. The latter proved important for successful laser operation with the integration procedure described as follows, which has not been evaluated so far. We note that the previously investigated version of the laser was still based on manually aligning the two chips with precision stages during characterization of the laser output.

5.4 Integration processes

A close-up and microscope photograph of the integrated laser is shown in Fig. 5.5. The RSOA chip and the chip with the feedback circuit were fixed on separate submounts and held by two precision translation stages. The electric contact pads of the MRRs were wire-bonded to a fan-out printed circuit board (PCB) which is connected to a dedicated controlling board. Low currents were injected in the InP RSOA via probe needles to generate an ASE output for next alignment steps. The output waveguide facet of the feedback chip was first aligned and assembled with a high numerical aperture (NA) polarization maintaining (PM) fiber. The specified $1/e$ mode field diameter (MFD) of the fiber is 6 $\mu$m in both directions, which is close to the MFD of the output waveguide (about 5 $\mu$m in both directions). A small amount of optically transparent UV curable glue was applied to the InP-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ interface. As a next step the InP RSOA and $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ circuit were aligned relative to each other using translational stages while the fiber-coupled output ASE power of the hybrid laser is monitored and maximized as a signature for best optical coupling, i.e., a maximized value for $\beta$. UV light was used to cure the adhesive after the optimum alignment was obtained, thereby fixing the two components at best optical alignment. As the second step after curing of the UV glue, the
Figure 5.5: (a) Photograph of the integrated hybrid laser; (b) Microscope image of the Vernier mirror
InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ hybrid laser assembly was taken off the alignment stages and fixed on top of a copper heat sink using thermal paste, which allows driving currents of up to 200 mA before thermal effects set in.

5.5 Characteristics of the integrated hybrid laser and discussion

We measured the output characteristics of the integrated hybrid laser to evaluate whether laser oscillation is achieved after after integration. In brief, as will be discussed below, we achieved single-mode laser oscillation with mW-level output power with wide tunability, narrow linewidths, good side-mode suppression ratio and low intensity noise.

5.5.1 Output power vs driving current

![Figure 5.6: Measured output power vs driving current of the hybrid laser.](image)

In the experiments performed at room temperature, the laser showed a threshold current of approximately 70 mA and an output power of 1.7 mW, obtained at the maximum applicable driving current of 200 mA, as is shown in Fig. 5.6. These results match well with the calculated LI curve at $\beta=0.5$ in Fig. 5.4. Calculations revealed that this value is close to what is obtained from calculation of the RSOA-Si$_3$N$_4$ field overlap integral alone ($\beta=0.6$). This indicates that the alignment and integration precision have not been the major limiting factor. The wall plug efficiency achieved here (0.85%) is comparable with our previous work [17], where an efficiency of 0.96% was achieved. As a consequence a further increase in the mode matching appears promising for increasing the output power in a next step.
5.5.2 Wavelength tuning

![Wavelength tuning diagram](image)

**Figure 5.7:** (a) Superimposed spectra when coarsely tuning over a 43 nm wide range as observed when thermally tuning only one of the two MRRs. (b) Superimposed spectra when fine-tuning over a range of 0.8 nm via tuning both MRRs simultaneously, achieving a stepwise sweeping of the wavelength at the FSR of the whole laser cavity.

The laser output wavelength was tuned via phase shifters on top of the MRRs. Here, we have used thermal tuning based on two resistive heaters (one for each MRR) using a maximum power of about 250 mW. It should be noted that in this waveguide platform piezo-tuning has been demonstrated as well [32] which can strongly reduce the required power. Fig. 5.7 shows both coarse and fine tuning. It can be seen that the hybrid laser offers a broad tuning range of more than 43 nm. To more detail, Fig. 5.7 (a) shows the case when only one of the two MRRs was tuned. This gives rise to discrete changes of the laser wavelength at a stepsize of the FSR of the other MRR (in this case $\Delta \lambda = 4$ nm). We note that this measurement was solely intended to determine the maximum tuning range (yielding a value of 43.2 nm). A detailed analysis of the displayed output power vs wavelength remained difficult due to the manual tuning procedure and limitations to the heater current (damage). For tuning, the heating current was manually increased until a mode hop occurred. Then some adjustment of the heating current was used to roughly maximize the output power at that wavelength, thereafter proceeding to the next mode hop. The wavelength in the middle of the tuning range (near 1560 nm), where the output power was 6 dB less, was actually achieved with the maximum allowable heating current, where a fine adjustment was not possible anymore. Fig. 5.7 (b) shows the case when both MRRs were tuned simultaneously, which allows for a much finer tuning stepsize of $\Delta \lambda = 0.09$ nm. The latter value corresponds to the FSR of the entire laser cavity, i.e., in this tuning mode the laser performs axial mode hops. A finer tuning might possibly be achieved either with a finely controlled change of the diode driving current or, alternatively, with implementing an additional phase tuning section in the Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide circuit.
5.5.3 Side mode suppression ratio

In order to characterize the hybrid laser’s side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR), we investigated the output spectrum of the laser over a wide range around the central emission wavelength. To ensure a well-resolved SMSR we performed the measurement vs increasing resolution of the used optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (ANDO, AQ6317). Fig. 5.8 (a) shows, as an overview, the measured typical laser spectrum over a range of 100 nm centered at 1550 nm with a coarse resolution of 1 nm. A single peak of laser output is observed on top of some background that originates from ASE emission and is filtered by the transmission spectrum of the Vernier mirror. Fig. 5.8 (b) displays a zoom-in view of the same spectrum with four values of stepwise increased resolution, from 0.1 nm to 0.01 nm. It can be seen that the recorded spectra start to become identical towards increased resolution, i.e., at 0.02 nm and 0.01 nm. The SMSR amounts to 35 dB with regard to the nearest side mode and to values between 45 and 55 dB with regard to the other side modes, clearly indicating single-mode oscillation.

5.5.4 Spectral linewidth

The spectral linewidth of the integrated hybrid laser output was too narrow to be resolved with the resolution of the OSA. For providing a higher resolution, we applied delayed self-heterodyne (DSH) detection [33], as is shown in Fig. 5.9. (a). A 6 km long fiber delay line forms the first arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer while an acoustic-optical modulator is placed in the other arm to induce a frequency shift of 80 MHz. The optical (short-term, instantaneous) linewidth of the laser can be retrieved by analyzing the RF beat power spectrum which is recorded by an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA). In order to
rule out spectral broadening of the laser output via pickup noise in the diode laser driving current, the laser was operated with an ultra-low noise battery current source.

![Schematic of the delayed self-heterodyne (DSH) detection setup for linewidth measurement](a)

![Laser linewidth measured at various wavelength within the tuning range](b)

![Recorded beat signal at a driving current of 196 mA and a laser output wavelength of 1578.12 nm](c)

**Figure 5.9:** (a) Schematic of the delayed self-heterodyne (DSH) detection setup for linewidth measurement; (b) Laser linewidth measured at various wavelength within the tuning range; (c) Recorded beat signal (black) at a driving current of 196 mA and a laser output wavelength of 1578.12 nm. The red fit curve represents a Voigt profile of which the Lorentzian component corresponds to an instantaneous (intrinsic) laser linewidth of 87 kHz.

We measured the linewidth at different driving currents and different laser wavelengths, since the linewidth is power dependent and wavelength dependent, due to a wavelength dependence of the linewidth enhancement factor and the laser threshold [34]. This is shown in Fig 5.9. (b) that displays the variation in linewidth as recorded in search of the lowest possible value. Fig 5.9. (c) shows the beat spectrum recorded at a driving current of 196 mA and a laser output wavelength of 1578.12 nm, for that lowest value which occurred. To extract the instantaneous linewidth [35] we fitted a Voigt profile to the spectrum. The fit yields a linewidth of 87 kHz.

The total quality factor of the Vernier filter, defined as the ratio of center wavelength to the bandwidth of the filter, as measured with a second sample of the feedback chip was 7750. Inserting into Henry’s formula [8] (modified for external cavity diode lasers [36]) the experimental parameters and loss parameters derived with the mean-field model [30] we find a linewidth between 8
and 28 kHz, depending on the alpha-factor (4 to 8 [37], respectively). This is smaller than the measured linewidths, but may be due to other uncertainties, specifically the unknown spontaneous emission factor in [8], the wavelength-depending output coupling or the validity of the mean-field approximation in [8].

The measured linewidth value is about 4-times higher than our previously reported value of 24 kHz for a non-integrated laser [18] with a tapered Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide for an optimized mode matching. The larger linewidth in the present experiment can be qualitatively understood to a first part from a higher coupling loss. Secondly, due to the increased length of the RSOA used here one expects increased roundtrip losses and also a stronger influence of the linewidth enhancement factor [8]. Nevertheless, the measured linewidth compares favorably with the approximate 1-MHz linewidth of typical monolithic DBR and DFB laser sources [38, 40].

### 5.5.5 Relative intensity noise

![Figure 5.10: Measured relative intensity noise (RIN) spectrum.](image)

To characterize the stability of the output intensity, we measured the relative intensity noise (RIN) spectrum of the hybrid laser. A fast photodiode with 20 GHz bandwidth was used for light detection and the RF signal was fed into an ESA. Fig. 5.10 presents a typical example of the measured RIN spectrum, recorded at 170 mA driving current, and a video bandwidth (VBW) of 100 kHz and a resolution bandwidth (RBW) of 10 kHz. It can be seen that the RIN is below a value of -135 dBC/Hz over the DC-to-20 GHz range accessible to us. This RIN level is clearly higher than the -150-dBC/Hz-levels that can be reached with DFB and DBR lasers. We address this to our operation relatively close to threshold (170 mA pump current vs 70 mA threshold current), while lower RIN is typically achieved much higher above threshold [39]. Two noise peaks
at 9.6 GHz and 11 GHz, via comparison with the measured optical spectrum, can be ascribed to a beating of adjacent modes, possibly in connection with a non-uniform mode spacing induced by group delay dispersion near the MRR resonances [41].

5.6 Conclusion

In this paper, an integrated InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ hybrid laser is demonstrated and characterized for the first time. The results from characterization of the laser confirm both the flexibility and viability of our laser integration approach, which is of high relevance for the potential application of such Si$_3$N$_4$-based hybrid lasers. In terms of improvement, there are two possible routes, which is best explained by looking at Fig. 5.4. By gradually improving alignment precision and implementing tapers for improved mode matching, one might attain the same amount of output power in combination with a further decreased linewidth at the 20-kHz-level [17, 18], if using a shorter RSOA, specified with a lower maximum current. A shorter RSOA enables a lower electric power consumption with less heat generation, which is an important requirement for many applications. Alternatively it might be useful to maintain using a long RSOA with high gain if an improved cooling can be provided. Given the fact that the pump current is limited to about 200 mA (about 1.9 times above threshold) while the maximum allowed pump current is 1400 mA (about 19 times above threshold), we expect that a factor of about ten increase in the output power might be achieved at high driving currents. Considering that the linewidth reduces inversely proportionally with increasing output power [42, 43], a linewidth reduction by a factor of ten might be possible, yielding linewidths at the ten-kHz level.²
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Spectral linewidth analysis of semiconductor hybrid lasers with feedback from an external waveguide resonator circuit

We present a comprehensive analysis of a semiconductor hybrid laser exploiting spectral control from a photonic waveguide circuit used as a frequency-selective external feedback resonator. Based on an advanced spatially resolved transmission line model (TLM), we have investigated the output power characteristics and the laser spectral linewidth. We find that, if the feedback becomes weaker, the spectral linewidth is larger than predicted by previous models that are based on a modified mean-field approximation, even if these take a strong spatial variation of the gain into account. The observed excess linewidth is caused by additional index fluctuations associated with strong spatial gain variations.
6.1 Introduction

Widely tunable, narrow linewidth diode lasers have found a wide range of important applications, from terrestrial applications such as fiber-optic communications [1] or optical sensing [2], to space-based applications such as laser cooling [3] and atomic clocks [4] in global positioning systems (GPS). In the evolution of such applications, monolithic single-frequency diode laser sources, specifically distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers, approach their limits due to a relatively small tuning range [5] and large linewidths at the MHz level [6], the latter caused by their short photon lifetime in the laser cavity. In comparison, so-called hybrid diode waveguide lasers, can offer much longer photon lifetimes, accordingly narrower linewidths, in addition to wider tunability and thus have been subject of recent, extensive research. The concept of such hybrid lasers is based on optically coupling a semiconductor gain medium to a low-loss passive waveguide circuit that provides a significantly extended resonator length and a highly frequency selective feedback. The benefits to be gained with low-loss waveguide feedback circuits are that: a) flexible filtering schemes can be applied which allow for wide wavelength tunability, b) narrow linewidths can be achieved due to increased photon lifetime that is associated with an extended cavity length [7], and that such lasers are ideal for integrating into subsequent waveguide circuitry fabricated on the same waveguide chip.

Making use of high-quality intra-cavity microring resonators (MRRs) in the feedback circuit has introduced a new paradigm on how to pursue chip-based narrow linewidth semiconductor laser sources. As opposed to Bragg gratings, the fabrication of MRRs does not demand complicated lithography processes and can provide lower losses. A related important merit of using low-loss MRRs is that they effectively extend the optical length of the laser resonator by an appreciable factor, due to the multiple roundtrips in the MRR [8]. This length extension contributes again to a narrowing of the laser linewidth.

The tuning property of such hybrid lasers are generally well-understood. However, the laser linewidth remains challenging to predict due to the increased complexity of the cavity design which is ruled by a larger set of experimental parameters. So far, for a coarse estimation of the linewidths of such lasers [9], it is common practice to employ Henry’s theory which is using the mean-field approximation (MFA) corrected with the so-called linewidth enhancement factor, \( \alpha \) [7]. However, this is rather incomplete since the effect of linewidth narrowing or broadening induced by the spectral selectivity and dispersion of the external feedback [10] is not taken into account.

Being aware of these shortcomings, refined models were developed [10] and used for comparison with experimental linewidth data, and qualitative agreement was found [11]. However, still these theories are based upon the mean-field approximation (MFA) in the gain section. Specifically for hybrid lasers this renders the applicability of these models questionable or insufficiently accurate. The reason is that hybrid lasers, depending on the strength of the feedback,
may show strong spatial variations of the intensity in the semiconductor gain element which introduces strong variations of the carrier density as well. We note that in monolithic diode lasers with a single cavity of short length such spatial effects [12] and nonlinear gain effects [13] cause an increase of the laser linewidths as compared to mean-field models.

In this work, we present the first modeling of external cavity diode lasers that takes into account the complex feedback obtained with waveguide resonator circuits such as in [11] and [14] and that simultaneously takes into account the detailed spatial variation of the diode-internal intensity and carrier density, such as in [12] and [13]. The goal of our detailed modeling is to enable a comparison with the existing simplified theories and, thereby, check their validity under different conditions. To this end, we make use of a commercially available, advanced transmission line model (TLM) [15] which involves spatially resolved rate equations for the complex-valued electric field and spatially resolved rate equations for the carrier density and index variations [16, 17] in the section of the laser cavity that contains the semiconductor optical amplifier. The remaining, external part of the cavity that comprises the linear optical waveguide feedback and spectral filtering circuit is modeled as a complex-valued frequency depending scattering matrix. A first test of this model has been described in our previous conference publication [18], showing satisfying agreement within a factor of about 1.5 in the 20-50 kHz range, with experimental data obtained with a relatively short InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide hybrid laser with feedback from two MRRs, and with a fixed optical coupling strength. In order to cover different regimes of interest, specifically, for a prediction of optimum cavity parameters that yield a narrow laser linewidth, here we systematically vary this power coupling strength, $\beta$, between the InP gain section and the Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide chip. This variation brings the diode internal field and carrier distribution from spatially high uniformity ($\beta \approx 1$ and strong feedback from the waveguide resonators, where the MFA remains justified) towards a strong spatial variation ($\beta \approx 0$ or weak resonator feedback) where a detailed modeling has not been performed so far. The drive current of the diode amplifier is used as an adjustable input parameter because also in a typical experimental investigation the electric drive current can be varied most easily. For each setting of the chip-to-chip coupling efficiency we calculate the power spectral density of the frequency noise from which we derive a value for the laser linewidth, to compare with values obtained with a modified MF theory.

### 6.2 Operation principle

The hybrid laser that we model comprises a semiconductor active gain chip coupled to a passive external cavity as shown in Fig. 6.1. For definiteness, as required in a numerical model, and to guide our experimental efforts, we chose a typical InP diode as amplifier while the feedback is provided via a Si$_3$N$_4$
waveguide waveguide chip.

![Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the hybrid laser with an active gain section with length $L_1$ coupled, with power coupling coefficient $\beta$, to a passive waveguide section with physical length $L_2$ (excluding the MRRs). The left facet of the laser diode is highly reflective, $R_1$, and the right facet is anti-reflective coated combined with a tilt angle of 5°, resulting in a extremely low facet reflectivity ($R_2 \approx 0$). The two MRRs provides an effective power reflectivity $R_3$ which is frequency dependent.](image)

The laser diode gain chip has one high-reflectivity facet with power-reflectivity $R_1$ and one low reflective facet, $R_2$. The overall feedback provided by the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ waveguide chip circuitry is lumped into a frequency dependent power reflectivity, $R_{\text{eff}}(\omega)$, which comprises both propagation through the passive bus waveguides and reflection from two microring resonators (MRRs) of slightly different free spectral range (FSR). The latter provides a so-called Vernier mirror on the waveguide chip, and act as wavelength-selective reflective filters that can be tuned via the thermo-optic effect, e.g., by heating of the rings. Further details about MRR Vernier filters can be found in [19–21].

Radiation generated by spontaneous and stimulated emission in the amplifier chip enters the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ waveguide chip with a power coupling coefficient, $\beta$, that depends on the overlap (matching) of the mode profiles in the gain waveguide and $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ waveguide [22].

In the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ chip, light is first split by a symmetric 50/50 bidirectional coupler, and then guided sequentially through the two cascaded MRRs. Before returning towards the laser diode, a certain frequency dependent fraction of the light passes by the resonators is outcoupled towards the end facet of the waveguide chip. For the hybrid laser to oscillate at the frequency of a specific longitudinal mode of the entire cavity, that frequency must also be supported by the gain spectrum of the specific semiconductor material used, and coincide...
6.3 Revisiting laser linewidth theories

The currently most complete analytical theory [10] for external cavity diode lasers with spectrally filtered feedback suggests that the linewidth of the hybrid laser, $\Delta \nu$, can be calculated along the following lines: first, recalling from Chapter 2, the hybrid laser is modeled in the same manner as a solitary Fabry-Perot laser with a frequency-independent real-valued back facet field amplitude reflectivity of $r_1 = \sqrt{R_1}$. The front facet is given a complex-valued amplitude reflectivity, $r_{eff}(\omega) = r(\omega) \exp(-j \varphi_{eff}(\omega))$. The real-valued amplitude factor in this expression, $r(\omega)$, lumps the overall strength field feedback from the external resonator ($R_3$, the power coupling efficiency, $\beta$, and any additional loss that occurs in the external feedback path). The frequency dependent phase, $\varphi_{eff}(\omega)$, takes any optical delay into account that the feedback may contain. Specifically, this phase is frequency dependent because it depends on the detuning from the resonance frequency of the Vernier filter and on other optical parameters of the external feedback path, such as the length of the waveguide to and from the MRRs. After lumping the external feedback into $r_{eff}(\omega)$ for the front facet, $\Delta \nu$ is given by:

$$\Delta \nu = \frac{\Delta \nu_{ST}}{F^2},$$

(6.1)

In this equation, $\Delta \nu_{ST}$ is the Schawlow-Townes linewidth of the equivalent Fabry-Perot solitary diode laser:

$$\Delta \nu_{ST} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{v_g^2 h n_{sp} \gamma_m \gamma_{tot} (1 + \alpha^2)}{P_0 \left(1 + \frac{r_1}{r(\omega)} \frac{1 - r(\omega)}{1 - R_1}\right)},$$

(6.2)

i.e., of a diode laser having the length of the amplifier section ($L_1$) and having real-valued field reflectivities $r_1$ and $r(\omega)$.

In Eq. 6.2, $v_g = c/n_{g1}$ is the group velocity in the diode, $\gamma_m = 1/(2L_1) \ln(1/(R_1 r^2(\omega)))$ is distributed mirror loss, $\gamma_{tot}$ is the total loss (mirror loss plus diode internal loss), $n_{sp}$ is the spontaneous emission factor, $\nu$ is the laser emission frequency, $h$ is the Plank constant, $P_0$ is the output power from the back diode facet, and $\alpha$ is Henry’s linewidth enhancement factor.

The denominator in Eq. 6.1 is a linewidth reduction factor,

$$F = 1 + A + B,$$

(6.3)

where

with the transmission spectra of both MRRs. In order to combine the laser output from the throughputs of both microring resonators, a second symmetric 50/50 bidirectional coupler is implemented.
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\[ A = \frac{1}{\tau_{LD}} \left( \frac{d}{d\omega} \phi_{\text{eff}}(\omega) \right), \quad (6.4) \]

\[ B = \frac{\alpha}{\tau_{LD}} \left( \frac{d}{d\omega} \ln r(\omega) \right). \quad (6.5) \]

In Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5, \( \tau_{LD} = 2n_g \lambda_1/c \) is the roundtrip time in the solitary diode. The term \( A \) can be physically interpreted as the ratio between the external cavity optical length and the solitary diode optical length, which describes a linewidth reduction resulting solely from the extension of the cavity length. As described above, \( \phi_{\text{eff}}(\omega) \) contains simple propagation in the waveguides to and from the MRRs. It also contains (via a maximum of \( \frac{d}{d\omega} \phi_{\text{eff}}(\omega) \) at the peak of the filter resonance) the cavity length enhancement by multiple passes through the MRRs. The term \( B \) describes an additional linewidth reduction that occurs only at the rising slope of the spectral peak of the MRR Vernier filtered feedback, where \( \left( \frac{d}{d\omega} \ln r(\omega) \right) \) is positive.

The problem with the Schawlow-Townes expression in Eq. 6.2 and as indicated already in Chapter 2, is that it is based on the standard mean-field approach, which treats any mirror loss lumped as uniformly distributed along the cavity. However, such treatment is only valid for diode lasers that have symmetric and relatively high reflectivities \( (r_1 \approx r_2 \approx 1) \) such that the diode internal intensity is approximately uniform (spatially homogeneous). It should be noted that only with such uniform intensity, the carrier density is uniform as well, which is required to justify a uniform gain-index coupling in the form of a simple space-independent \( \alpha \)-factor in Eq. 6.2. Hybrid lasers, specifically, do not generally fulfill these assumptions because the chip-to-chip coupling efficiency, \( \beta \), might be rather low (at the 10% level without adiabatic tapering [20]), because the circuit reflectivity might be low and because the back facet reflectivity might also be very low, for instance, for the purpose of extracting more usable output power [23]. In these situations, the reflectivities of the equivalent FP solitary laser may become highly asymmetric, the \( \alpha \) factor may strongly vary throughout the amplifier, which can increase the laser linewidth to beyond what is predicted in Eq. 6.1.

The criticality of the mean-field approximation had been realized by several independent researchers. Specifically, lumping strongly asymmetric and low facet reflectivities in the Schawlow-Townes expression in Eq. 6.2 underestimates the coupling of amplified spontaneous emission into the main laser mode [24–26], because low facet reflectivities result in a large single pass gain. To take these effects into account to some extent, it was suggested to modify Eq. 6.1 with another multiplicative factor, \( F_R \), called spontaneous emission enhancement factor, given by:

\[ F_R = \left[ \frac{(r_1 + r_2)(1 - r_1 r_2)}{2r_1 r_2 \ln(r_1 r_2)} \right]^2, \quad (6.6) \]
6.4 Spatially resolved modeling of a hybrid laser

6.4.1 Implementation of transmission line model

In order to include all the spatial variations of the gain and index in a more detailed and more accurate linewidth analysis, we have chosen to apply an advanced transmission line model (TLM) for the gain section. Summarized, the implementation of the TLM [16],[17] is a time-domain model that iterates optical fields travelling back and forth along the semiconductor amplifier to generate optical waveforms at the facets. Both the time and space coordinates are taken as discrete variables. Figure 6.2 shows the structure of the TLM implemented. The active gain section is divided into multiple longitudinal TLM sections and when sufficiently thin, each section can be treated as homogeneous. For an efficient implementation, the TLM sections were chosen to have a length that is equal to the distance the light propagates within a model time step, $\Delta z = c \Delta t/n_{g1}$. For each section there is a so-called scattering node that represents, e.g., the electric field, carrier density, gain, loss and noise being present at that local section. Within each section, uncorrelated spontaneous emission noise is added as Langevin noise sources [7] for both forward and backward fields. The spectral shape of the spontaneous emission is determined by the gain spectrum, and the power spectral density is proportional on the local carrier density. The passive external resonator section is modeled in the frequency domain based on the scattering-matrix method [27] which makes use of well-known analytical solutions of the involved basic optical components, such as linear propagation waveguide sections, Y-junctions, microring resonators. Fourier transform is performed in order to switch between the time-domain calculation and frequency domain calculation. The laser parameters introduced into the TLM are summarized in Tab. 6.1 (diode parameters) and Tab. 6.2 (feedback parameters). The used values for these parameters are based on the experimental setup that was presented in Chapter 3 and built-in library of the modules that are used in the model.

The goal is to model the propagation and amplification of waves at frequencies of hundreds of THz, however, this would require numerically unfeasible sampling rates of a petahertz if trying to resolve each optical cycle to full de-
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Transmission line (TL)

\[ r_{\text{eff}}(\omega) = |r_{\text{eff}}(\omega)| \]

**Figure 6.2:** In the transmission line model applied here, the semiconductor gain medium is divided in sections. The passive external resonator section is modeled in the frequency domain based on the scattering-matrix method. \( r_{\text{eff}}(\omega) \) is complex-valued and frequency dependent to include all frequency dependencies and phase shifts.

tail. We follow an alternative solution where the waves are modeled as a fixed, known carrier wave frequency multiplied with a somewhat slower varying envelope. This approximation is justified here due to the small spectral content of the field of single frequency lasers with low background across a limited relative bandwidth. In all of our modeling the center frequency was set to \( f_0 = 193.1 \) THz, which is equivalent to an output wavelength around 1550 nm. Each calculation run includes a large number of iterations, called scattering steps, taking place depending on the sample rate and the time window settings. Multiple runs can be carried out subsequently, each one taking as the initial values the last results of the former run. For the continuous-wave, steady-state laser modeled here, the initial runs containing laser startup and transients can be discarded and multiple runs of steady-state calculations can be used for averaging of the frequency noise spectra. The configuration parameters for numerical modeling are given in Tab. 6.3.

In order to illustrate what external feedback, \( r_{\text{eff}}(\omega) \), we use in the numerical model, we plot in Fig. 6.3 (a) the magnitude of \( r_{\text{eff}}, r(\omega) = |r_{\text{eff}}| \), as obtained with the parameters in Tab. 6.2 for three different values of \( \beta \) (\( \beta = 0.1, 0.5 \) and 1). In Fig. 6.3 (b) we plot the values for A, B and F, assuming a typical \( \alpha \) value of 3. As the laser will operate at a frequency around the Vernier peak frequency \( (f_0) \), the horizontal axis is normalized to show the light frequency as a detuning with respect to \( f_0 \). It can be seen in Fig. 6.3 (a) that the feedback from the MRRs generates a spectral feedback maximum at zero detuning, whereas the height of the maximum decreases in proportion with \( \beta \). The linewidth reduction terms A and B, which are associated with a spectrally varying phase \( (\phi_{\text{eff}}(\omega)) \) and amplitude \( (r(\omega)) \) of the feedback, and the resulting total linewidth reduction, F, are plotted in Fig. 6.3 (b). For the calculation
of B we assumed a typical value for the \( \alpha \)-factor (\( \alpha = 3 \)). It can be seen that MRR spectrally filtered feedback causes a): a linewidth reduction brought by an enhanced cavity length due to multiple roundtrips (see peak of A at zero detuning); b): a linewidth reduction in the lower-frequency wing of the filter resonance (see asymmetric peak in B).

![Figure 6.3](image)

**Figure 6.3:** (a) Calculated amplitude reflectivity as a function of frequency detuning (with respect to the Vernier peak frequency) for three different values of \( \beta \); (b) Calculated A, B and F coefficients as a function of frequency detuning.

In the following section, we present typical results obtained from the numerical transmission line model and compare them with what is predicted with the modified mean-field model as given by Eqs. 6.1 to 6.6. In brief, it shows that the two models agree well with each other, however, that the mean-field model underestimates the linewidth at weak coupling between the two chips.

### 6.4.2 Output power and laser emission frequency

With the TL model, the output power \( (P_0) \) from the diode back facet and laser emission frequency \( (\Delta f, \text{relative to } f_0) \) was calculated for a range of coupling coefficients, from \( \beta = 0.1 \) to 1.0 in steps of 0.1, and for various different drive currents \( (I) \) up to 100 mA. Examples of typical results are presented in Fig. 6.4 \((P \text{ vs } I)\) and in Fig. 6.5 \((\Delta f \text{ vs } I)\), for three different coupling efficiencies, \( \beta = 1, 0.7, 0.3 \). It can be seen in Fig. 6.4 that the output power follows an approximately linear growth with the current interrupted by discontinuous hops, and that the overall power level drops as \( \beta \) decreases. Discontinuities are also seen in the output frequency (Fig. 6.5) and these occur at the same current values as in Fig. 6.4. Variations of the output frequency of lasers in Fig. 6.5 are actually well known. They represent so-called mode hopping of the laser frequency to that of a neighboring longitudinal mode of the overall hybrid laser cavity. The frequency change of such hop is given by the free spectral range (longitudinal...
mode spacing) of the hybrid laser cavity which is here about 15 GHz.

It can also be seen that in between mode hops the frequency increases linearly with the drive current (such as the output power did). This might be understood follows: at higher drive currents, higher output powers and photon densities are reached. This results in a lower differential gain parameter and thus a higher carrier density for balancing the same threshold gain. A higher carrier density results in a lower refractive index [28], which leads to an increased laser frequency.

![Figure 6.4](image)

**Figure 6.4:** Calculated output power vs drive current for three different values of $\beta$. The curves resemble the typical output power characteristic of diode lasers and the observed discontinuities are due to mode hopping. The values of the output power within the gray area (between 20 mA to 60 mA drive currents) were chosen for calculations of the linewidth (Fig. 6.7 and 6.8).

### 6.4.3 Frequency noise spectra and laser spectral linewidth

In order to calculate the laser spectral linewidth in a computationally feasible way, we calculate the power spectral density (PSD) of the frequency noise instead of directly resolving the full width at half maximum of the laser field power spectrum, because the latter requires kHz-level resolution and consequently prohibitively long calculation time. The PSD is obtained via squaring the Fourier transform of the temporally varying (instantaneous) laser frequency. The fundamental (quantum) noise limited spectral linewidth can be retrieved from the limit value of the PSD towards zero value of noise frequency, i.e., from the PSD in the flat, low-frequency part of the noise spectrum [29]. Two examples of such frequency noise spectra are shown in Fig. 6.6, calculated for the same value of chip-to-chip coupling ($\beta=0.7$) but for two different drive currents.
6.4. Spatially resolved modeling of a hybrid laser

Figure 6.5: Calculated laser frequency detuning from the Vernier peak frequency ($f_0$) vs drive current for three different values of $\beta$. The frequency tuning and mod hops vs increasing drive currents are caused by index changes within the gain section.

(20 mA and 60 mA). In both spectra, two peaks can be seen. The first, shallower and broader peak corresponds to damped relaxation oscillations (between 2 and 3 GHz). The second, higher and narrower peak corresponds to beating between adjacent longitudinal modes (at about 15 GHz) respectively. It can be seen that the average PSD value at low frequencies (below 1 GHz) decreases from about $10.25 \times 10^3 \text{Hz}^2/\text{Hz}$ at 20 mA to about $2.36 \times 10^3 \text{Hz}^2/\text{Hz}$ at 60 mA, indicating (via multiplication by $\pi$) a linewidth reduction from about 32.2 kHz to about 7.4 kHz.

In order to conduct a first, qualitative comparison between the linewidth values from the transmission line model and the values obtained with the modified mean-field model, the linewidth for $\beta=0.7$ is plotted as a function of the inverse output power, $1/P$, in Fig. 6.7. The motivation for plotting the linewidth vs $1/P$ is that Eq. 6.2 predicts a $1/P$ dependence. The symbols represent values calculated with the transmission line model and the error bars represent the standard deviation of the PSD at low frequency frequencies from the average PSD in that range. The dashed line is a least mean square fit with a straight line as expected from Eq. 6.1. The numerical data clearly confirm the expected overall trend of linewidth narrowing with increasing output power, i.e., towards smaller values of $1/P$ on the horizontal axis. All other linewidth data calculated for other values of $\beta$ (not shown here) displayed the same power dependence as long as no mode hop was present within the inspected range of power variation.
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Figure 6.6: Two examples of the calculated power spectral density (PSD) of frequency noise for $\beta=0.7$ at 20 mA and 60 mA drive current. For each PSD curve, two spectral peaks can be seen, which correspond to relaxation oscillations (between 2 and 3 GHz) and beating between two adjacent longitudinal modes (at about 15 GHz) respectively. The laser spectral linewidth is retrieved via multiplying the mean values of the PSD at low frequencies by $\pi$, in this case obtaining about 32.2 kHz at 20 mA and 7.4 kHz at 60 mA.
Figure 6.7: Characterization of the laser spectral linewidth plotted vs $1/P$ for $\beta=0.7$, as an example. The symbols represent the values calculated with the transmission line model and the error bars represent the standard deviation from reading out PSD levels at low noise frequency. The dashed line is a linear least mean square fit. The good agreement confirms the expected linewidth narrowing inversely with increasing output power.

6.4.4 Comparison between numerical results and analytical results

To carry out a quantitative comparison between the numerical results and the values predicted by the mean-field theory, it is crucial to determine from the transmission line model the effective value of the linewidth enhancement factor, $\alpha$, because, different from the analytical theory, such linewidth enhancement factor cannot be inserted a priori as parameter in the numerical model. Instead, the numerical model calculates explicitly the local carrier density, $N(z)$, from which it explicitly calculates the local refractive index, $n(z)$. This means that, in the numerical model being much closer to a complete description, there is no generally valid $\alpha$-factor. Instead the gain-index coupling is a local, space dependent parameter of which some overall, effective (space averaged) $\alpha$-factor may be derived that depends on the specific carrier and intensity distribution in the gain section. However, if the steady-state carrier density along the diode section is computed as a function of current at different values of $\beta$, this enables a calibration of the effective value of $\alpha$ as compared to the mean-field model, where $\alpha$ is inversely proportional to the carrier density.

We have carried out the named calibration as follows: at first, an operation point is identified in terms of drive current that gives rise to steady-state
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operation and that satisfies the mean-field approximation. Here we chose $\beta = 1$ because then $r(\omega)$ is close to unity as well (see Fig. 6.3 (a)), such as is also $r_1$ ($r_1 = 0.92$). As a result, the carrier density, $N_0$, shows a negligible spatial variation. Secondly, Eq. 6.1 is fitted to the linewidth obtained from the transmission line model, where $\alpha$ is the only fit parameter. For a drive current of 20 mA, this yields an $\alpha$-value of 3.4, which we denote as $\alpha_0$. In a third step, we obtain $\alpha$-values for lower values of $\beta$ via multiplying $\alpha_0$ by $N/N_0$ where $N$ is the spatially averaged carrier density, regardless of how strong the spatial variation is. As the last step, the theoretical linewidth value obtained with Eqs. 6.1 to 6.6 is calculated ($\Delta \nu$), where the $\alpha$-value from the previous step is inserted.

In Fig. 6.8 (a), the ratio between the linewidth from the transmission line model and from the modified mean-field model, denoted as $\Delta \nu_{TL}/\Delta \nu$, is plotted as a function of $r(\omega)$ across the inspected range of $\beta$ (0.1 to 1) and across the inspected range of drive currents (20 mA to 60 mA). It can be seen in Fig. 6.8 that at $r(\omega) \approx 1$ this ratio is approximately unity (at the calibration point as expected) but that it deviates increasingly from unity as the effective reflectivity decreases. The vertical spread of data points can be associated with uncertainties in linewidth retrieval from frequency noise spectra. Nevertheless, clearly an overall increasing trend of the ratio towards small values of $r(\omega)$ can be seen. This trend of increasing error in the analytical model is even more obvious also in Fig. 6.8 (b) where we have plotted the linewidth ratio for each $\beta$.

**Figure 6.8:** (a) Ratio between laser spectral linewidths obtained with the transmission line model and the modified mean-field model for the full range of $\beta$ (0.1 to 1) and drive currents (20 mA to 60 mA). Due to the different laser output frequencies, $|r(\omega)|$ varies as drive current for each value of $\beta$; (b) Average ratio over the full range of drive currents for each $\beta$ (from 0.1 to 1). A clear upward trend is seen as $\beta$ approaches smaller values.
6.5 Conclusion

Our theoretical modeling provides for the first time a comprehensive comparison between the current, analytical linewidth theory (a modified-field model) and numerical calculations based on an advanced, spatial resolving transmission line model for hybrid diode lasers with frequency-selective feedback. It is found that with a weak optical coupling between the diode amplifier and the feedback (here a waveguide circuit on a chip), the modified mean-field model tends to underestimate the laser spectral linewidth. This underestimation becomes more apparent with decreasing coupling. We address the discrepancy between the transmission line and mean-field model mainly to an inadequacy of the mean-field model in scaling the effect of a locally varying gain-index coupling into a single number for the $\alpha$-linewidth enhancement factor.

While the direct implications of strong spatial gain variations may be well-included in the mean-field model via a spontaneous emission enhancement factor, this does not account for the associated variation in index. Our numerical modeling reveals that these index effects can be seen as an effective $\alpha$-factor that increases the laser linewidth with decreasing feedback strength.

Our findings have the following implications for predicting the spectral linewidth of hybrid lasers in order to find a proper design of the waveguide feedback circuit parameters before fabrication and hybrid integration:

1. For a proper prediction of the laser linewidth in the case of strong feedback ($\beta$ close to unity), it is fully sufficient to use the current, modified mean-field theory as guidance. The laser linewidth will decrease as expected with increasing output power, with increasing mode coupling efficiency, and by implementing feedback circuits with low loss and a large linewidth reduction term ($F^2$ in Eq. 6.3);

2. For hybrid lasers with weak coupling ($\beta \leq 0.1$) where a strong spatial variation in the carrier density is present, the analytical theory should be tackled with more caution. Namely one should be aware that the presence of a strong spatial variation in carrier density will broaden the linewidth with an additional index related effect. For instance, at a weak coupling of $\beta = 0.1$ (which is still fully sufficient for laser operation due to the huge gain provided by diode amplifiers) the linewidth will be larger by a factor of about 2. Following this trend, higher values than that may be expected with a further lowering of coupling.

Examples of the second situation are hybrid lasers where the feedback mode is not well matched to the diode waveguide mode, or when the feedback waveguide circuit itself is providing high losses, such as would typically occur with feedback from waveguide circuits fabricated from Si. Also other types of diode lasers show a strong variation of the carrier density and should thus exhibit linewidth larger than expected. These are diode lasers that are deliberately
equipped with a low reflectivity of the back facet (at the few percent level or below) [23] as is often chosen for increasing the usable output power, or heterogeneous integrated hybrid DFB lasers [30] that might show strong spatial carrier density variations such as though spatial hole burning [12].

6.6 Appendix: numerical parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>1552.6 nm</td>
<td>Operating wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_0$</td>
<td>1800 cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Gain coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{tr}$</td>
<td>$1.5 \cdot 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>Transparency carrier density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>$1 \cdot 10^{-17}$ cm$^3$</td>
<td>Gain compression factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_i$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Internal efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Linear recombination coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$1.0 \cdot 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$/s</td>
<td>Bimolecular recombination coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$1.3 \cdot 10^{-29}$ cm$^6$/s</td>
<td>Auger recombination coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{g1}$</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Group index of laser diode material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>400 $\mu$m</td>
<td>Length of active layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{MQW}$</td>
<td>40 nm</td>
<td>Thickness of multi quantum wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>2.5 $\mu$m</td>
<td>Width of active layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>Left facet power reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Right facet power reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>1607 m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Internal loss coefficient of the laser diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{sp}$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Spontaneous emission coefficient at threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Optical confinement factor of the MQW area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6.2: Feedback waveguide chip parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>49.5 μm</td>
<td>Radius of the first microring resonator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>54.0 μm</td>
<td>Radius of the second microring resonator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>60 dB/m</td>
<td>Waveguide attenuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa^2$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Power coupling coefficient for both MRRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_2$</td>
<td>3500 μm</td>
<td>Bus waveguide length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{eff2}$</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>Effective index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{g2}$</td>
<td>1.7147</td>
<td>Group index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.3: Configuration parameters used for numerical modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$BW$</td>
<td>10.24 THz</td>
<td>Sampling rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>25.6 ns</td>
<td>Time window for each calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Ave$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Number of average for each PSD spectra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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290 Hz intrinsic linewidth of a chip-based widely tunable InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ hybrid laser

We report the realization of an InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ chip-based hybrid laser with an ultra-narrow spectral linewidth of 290 Hz. The laser is constructed by butt-coupling of an InP reflective semiconductor amplifier (RSOA) and a low-loss frequency selective Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide feedback circuit. The feedback circuit incorporates three high-Q microring resonators which increases the effective roundtrip length of the laser cavity to a high value of about 30 cm. The laser has a low threshold current of about 22 mA and offers a high output power of 13 mW at a driving current of 200 mA. A wide wavelength tunability covering the entire bandwidth of the RSOA (from 1500 nm to 1581 nm, 81 nm coverage) is achieved. A record-low intrinsic spectral linewidth of about 290 Hz is obtained. The demonstrated narrow linewidth is the lowest value of any chip-based diode laser up to date and, therefore, marks a new paradigm for semiconductor lasers with ultra-high coherence.
7.1 Introduction

There has been an ever-increasing demand for higher data rates in fiber-optic communications. Such demand has driven the need for integrated semiconductor laser sources with narrow quantum linewidths that can be applied in dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) using advanced modulation formats, such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [1]. Besides fiber-optic telecommunications, applications that benefit from such lasers are optical beamforming networks [2], light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [3], spectroscopy [4], optical sensing [5] or space-based laser cooling [6] and atomic clocks [7] in global positioning systems (GPS). Especially when looking for narrow spectral linewidth, monolithic semiconductor lasers, such as distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers, where all the components of the laser are made of the same materials, approach their limits. Such lasers typically exhibit linewidths at the MHz level, which is fundamentally limited by high cavity losses and short cavity lengths.

The spectral linewidth of diode lasers can be approximately predicted via the well-known Schawlow-Townes formula [8]:

\[
\Delta \nu_{LD} = \left(1 + \alpha^2 \right) \left(\Delta \nu_c \right)^2 \frac{\pi \hbar \nu}{P n_{sp}},
\]

where \(\Delta \nu_{LD}\) is the fundamental (intrinsic, quantum) laser linewidth, \(\alpha\) is the linewidth enhancement factor that is a specific feature for semiconductor lasers, \(\Delta \nu_c\) is the cold cavity bandwidth of the laser diode resonator which decreases with increasing cavity length, and which increases with higher loss. \(\hbar \nu\) is the photon energy, \(P\) is the total output power, and \(n_{sp}\) is the spontaneous emission factor, which typically assumes values on the order of 2 [8].

Great efforts are made in order to narrow the spectral linewidths of semiconductor lasers, using external feedback from bulk optical components and active frequency stabilization with large servo bandwidths. Such methods have achieved linewidths at the Hz-level since long [9–11]. However, the utilization of bulk optics in those laser systems rules out the possibility of realizing such lasers in a chip-sized fashion. As a result, external cavity diode lasers, such as with grating feedback remain prone to mechanical vibrations and render themselves unstable, which requires sophisticated frequency stabilization in combination with a bulk-stabilized (shielded and heavy) design.

To remove these limitations, it is of highest interest to realize external feedback with optically long waveguide circuits on a chip. The optically long cavity would then provide a narrow intrinsic linewidth whereas the inherent passive stability of integrated optic waveguide circuits removes the need for large physical size, weight and acoustic shielding.

This is the reason why so-called hybrid lasers, which enable straightforward fundamental linewidth narrowing via integrated optics, are currently gaining considerable importance. In such lasers, a semiconductor amplifier made of
active material providing optical gain receives feedback from an integrated optical waveguide circuit fabricated from a different passive material (without optical gain). Specifically, replacing any passive but otherwise lossy section of a semiconductor waveguide resonator by low-loss passive waveguides allows for reducing the total cavity loss and extending the cavity length. This reduces the cold cavity bandwidth in Eq. 7.1 and thereby narrows the laser spectral linewidth.

One of the currently promising hybrid laser approaches focuses on reducing the total cavity loss, via evanescently coupling III-V semiconductor to a passive, low-loss Si resonator [12]. A fundamental linewidth as low as 1 kHz has been reported via such de-localizing of the optical mode away from the high-loss active semiconductor material [13]. However, such an approach involves highly material specific and technologically complicated fabrication processes that are not supported by most of the current foundries. Furthermore, the wavelength of such lasers is pre-determined by the compatibility of material properties. Another disadvantage is that such lasers cannot be tuned over wide ranges. These two advantages may limit usability for many applications.

Another promising approach of which we make use is based on extending the total cavity length via equipping a reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) with an external waveguide feedback circuit that contains frequency-selective elements for intra-cavity filtering and wavelength tuning. The desire for a long cavity length together with a wide tuning range has strongly stimulated the choice of low-loss microring resonators (MRRs) for intra-cavity filtering. The advantage of utilizing such MRRs, as compared to Bragg gratings as in DFB and DBR lasers, is that a wavelength tuning across wide ranges can be easily achieved with the so-called Vernier effect [14, 15]. Another important advantage is that the effective length of a low-loss MRR can be much larger than its circumference, by an enhancement factor $E=(1-K)/K$ [16] where $K$ is the power coupling coefficient, which contributes to linewidth narrowing according to Eq. 7.1. To date, there have been numerous demonstrations of hybrid lasers with external MRRs, realized in various material platforms such as Si [17–19], SiON [20], SiO$_2$ [21] and Si$_3$N$_4$ [14, 22], with reported spectral linewidths ranging from 2 kHz [21] to about 300 kHz [18] and with typical tuning ranges of a few tens of nanometers.

Recently we have reported the first demonstration of an RSOA butt-coupled semiconductor-Si$_3$N$_4$ hybrid laser where frequency selection is achieved using a Vernier mirror based on two microring resonators (MRRs) [14, 22]. Using an InP based RSOA, carefully positioned next to the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip with alignment stages, a wide tuning range covering the entire telecom C-band was achieved. The emerging Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide platform is of special importance because it can offer some fundamental and technological advantages over other passive waveguide platforms: a) compared to silica that has only a low index contrast ($\Delta n \approx 10^{-2}$ [23]), the index contrast is very high, $\Delta n \approx 0.5$, rendering a small footprint achievable even with long optical feedback resonator; b) Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides provide a very large transparency range, from 400 nm to 2400 nm [24],
which means that a large variety of semiconductor materials other than InP might be used equally well, to form hybrid lasers emitting at other wavelengths including the visible range; c) Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides support extremely low linear propagation loss from 0.001 dB/cm [25] to 0.1 dB/cm [26], depending on the chosen waveguide core cross-section; d) the nonlinearity of Si$_3$N$_4$ is low, which prevents two-photon absorption [27]; e) Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides offer unprecedented maturity in terms of design, tunability [28] and programmability [29], which enables access to complex functionalities on the same photonic chip; f) adiabatic tapers can be realized that enable tailoring of the mode field diameter [24]. The latter is important to reduce the mode matching losses in the diode-waveguide coupling, which is crucial for the performance of such lasers. When aiming at narrower linewidths of well below 1 kHz, a significant extension of the cavity length is desired in combination with a strong refinement of intra-cavity filtering to maintain single-frequency oscillation.

In this work, we present the first experimental realization of a sub-kHz hybrid diode laser based on optical chips. The laser is an InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ hybrid laser with a long cavity based on spectrally filtered feedback from three microring resonators (MRRs). The laser exhibits a record-narrow spectral linewidth of 290 Hz and also a record-wide wavelength tuning range of 81 nm. Two MRRs are used as a coarse Vernier filter that provide a wide wavelength tuning range covering the entire RSOA gain bandwidth. The third MRR is given a high quality factor ($Q \approx 300,000$) which is used for further refining the frequency selectivity. The second purpose of the MRRs is that they enhance the roundtrip effective length of the laser cavity to a high value of 30 cm. Realizing strong feedback with such a long cavity on a chip is possible due to the low propagation loss Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides together with low-loss mode matching with the amplifier waveguide based on mature tapering techniques [24].

### 7.2 Laser cavity design

The detailed optical circuit diagram of the hybrid laser is shown in Fig. 7.1. The cross section of the waveguides (Fig. 7.1 (a)) is formed by two stripes of Si$_3$N$_4$ (n\approx2) surrounded with SiO$_2$ as an intermediate layer and cladding (n \approx 1.45). This geometry is chosen for single transverse mode guiding at 1550 nm, allows for a small minimum bending radius (100 µm) for TE polarization, and provides low loss (less than 0.1 dB/cm, based on scattered light measurement using an infrared camera). The effective group index of this waveguide profile is 1.715.

The hybrid laser shown in Fig. 7.1.(b) comprises an InP based reflective (double pass) semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) and the Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide feedback circuit. The RSOA (prototype obtained from the Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hertz-Institute, Berlin) possesses a length of 700 µm. The RSOA has a high reflection (HR) coated back-facet with a reflectivity of $R_1=90\%$. To reduce perturbing back reflections [30] and to lower the coupling loss to the
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Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide chip, the front facet carries an anti-reflection (AR) coating, optimized for a refractive index of 1.5 which is close to the effective index of the tapered input end of the external Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide used (1.454). To further reduce perturbing back reflections, the diode waveguide is angled with regard to the front facet by 9°. The mode field diameter (MFD) is specified to be 3.5 µm both in both transverse directions.

7.2.1 Coupling between InP chip and Si$_3$N$_4$ chip

In order to maximize the coupling efficiency between the InP chip and the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip, an adiabatic taper is implemented in the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip. To quantify the expected coupling efficiency and sensitivity to transverse misalignment, we calculated the mode overlap integral vs the offset in both transverse directions, $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ (Fig. 7.2). As can be seen, the chosen tapering provides a theoretical coupling efficiency of higher than 93% (loss smaller than 0.3 dB). As was described above, such a high coupling efficiency, i.e., small loss contribution to the overall roundtrip cavity loss is important for high output power and narrow spectral linewidth. Fig. 7.2 also shows that such a taper results in a relatively large misalignment tolerance, e.g., the coupling is still at about 90% with a misalignment of 0.4 µm. Given that state-of-the-art precision stages provide a resolution of about 0.1 µm, it should be feasible to reach a coupling loss of less than 0.5 dB reproducibly.
7.2.2 Intra-cavity spectral filtering

The transmission function through the three-MMR waveguide filter shown in Fig. 7.1 was calculated as described in Chapter 2 and is plotted Fig. 2.4, using the parameters that were specified for fabrication of the chip. The radii of the ring resonators are 99 µm, 102 µm and 1485 µm, and all power coupling coefficients are chosen as K=0.1. The motivation for choosing these specific values is detailed as well in Chapter 2, which is a long laser resonator roundtrip length (about 30 cm) and simultaneously restricting laser oscillation to a single resonator mode.

7.2.3 Adjustable loop mirror

In all lasers the achievable laser output power and optimum output coupling strongly depends on the output mirror transmission (active loss) in relation to other loss (passive loss). Generally, if the passive losses in the amplifier are high or there are high losses due to a non-unity back reflectivity, it is desired to provide also a relatively high output coupling in order to obtain an efficient power extraction [31]. However, a high output coupling increases the total roundtrip loss which broadens the laser linewidth in return [8]. Therefore, when aiming at narrowest linewidth a trade-off is imposed on the optimum output coupling which is difficult to determine beforehand. To address this issue experimentally, we have implemented an adjustable loop mirror in the laser cavity, as is shown in Fig. 7.1 (b). The mirror is composed of a balanced Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) with two directional couplers where one of the couplers is closed by a waveguide loop. The reflectivity and output coupling is adjusted via a tunable phase shift, $\Phi$, in one arm of the MZI. Using a scattering matrix method, the power reflectivity/transmissivity of the adjustable loop mirror as a function of $\Phi$ is calculated (see Fig. 7.3). Throughout the experiments the reflectivity was adjusted to a value of about 0.5.

7.3 Characteristics of the integrated hybrid laser and discussion

In the following sections, the experimental equipment, experimental procedures and the results obtained with the hybrid laser will be presented.

7.3.1 Laser alignment

The hybrid laser prepared and setup as follows: both facets of the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ waveguide chip were polished for providing a smooth surface for better butt-coupling. The chip is then bonded using thermally conducting double-sided tape to a standard waveguide mount that is clamped on a metal block. The RSOA chip and an output fiber are manually aligned to the input end and output end of the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ waveguide chip, respectively, via two six-axis precision stages (Thorlabs, MAX601/M). In order to reduce back reflections, index matching gel was applied between the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ chip and the fiber. For temperature controlling, the RSOA is placed on top of a laser diode mount (Thorlabs,
HLD001) incorporating a thermo-electric cooler with a thin layer of thermally conducting paste applied in between the two, and the temperature is kept at 25 degrees C using a temperature controller (Thorlabs, TED200C). The temperature of the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip remained at the ambient temperature due to contact with the metal block. For driving the RSOA, a standard current source (Thorlabs, LDC210B) and two probe needles are used. The latter also clamp the RSOA chip on its mount. For driving the heaters for laser wavelength tuning, several standard DC voltage power supplies and probe stages (Microtech, DPP105-AI-S) are used. For avoiding perturbing back reflections, the output fiber is connected to a fiber optical isolator before sending for power and spectral analysis.

7.3.2 Laser output spectrum

In the experiments, the laser showed a low threshold current of approximately 22 mA and an high fiber-coupled output power of 13 mW, obtained at a current of 200 mA. The corresponding wall-plug efficiency is about 5% which compares well with what has been reported from other hybrid lasers that were optimized for high efficiency [31–33].

To verify that the laser oscillates at a single wavelength, we have measured the laser output spectrum using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (ANDO, AQ6317). Fig. 7.4 shows a typical laser output spectrum, obtained at a driving current of 200 mA and recorded across a spectral range from 1500 nm to 1600 nm, with a resolution of 0.05 nm. It can be seen that the side mode suppression ratio is as high as 60 dB. This clearly proves single-mode oscillation. The spectrum shows a slightly asymmetric ASE background near the main longitudinal mode, which can be understood by asymmetric nonlinear gain saturation [34].

7.3.3 Laser wavelength tuning

The laser output wavelength was tuned via phase shifters on top of the MRRs based on three resistive heaters (one for each MRR) using a maximum power of about 270 mW.

For coarse wavelength tuning, the heater current of one of the small MRRs was manually increased. This gives rise to discrete wavelength changes at a stepsize which corresponds to approximately the FSR of the other small MRR. After the output power is maximized at a desired wavelength by tuning MRR1 or MRR2, the heating current of the other small MRR is adjusted to improve the spectral alignment of all three MRRs. The latter can be seen as a maximum output power achieved vs heating current. Figure 7.5 shows an example of superimposed laser spectra, with the laser tuned to 39 different wavelengths. It can be seen that the hybrid laser offers a broad tuning range of more than 80 nm, covering the entire gain bandwidth of the InP RSOA. This value, being a few nm larger than the current record obtained with much more
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**Figure 7.4:** Laser output power spectrum of the hybrid laser on a logarithmic scale, obtained at a driving current of 200 mA and recorded at a resolution of 0.05 nm of the OSA. The measured side-mode suppression ratio is about 60 dB.

**Figure 7.5:** Superimposed laser output spectra when coarsely tuned over a 81 nm wide range as observed when thermally tuning one of the two MRRs. The laser was operated at a driving current of 70 mA and the spectra were recorded with an OSA resolution of 0.1 nm. The power variations among different laser output wavelength is mainly ascribed to a manual tuning procedure that we carried out.
compact monolithic lasers (74.3 nm) [36], is the widest tunability among hybrid lasers on a chip. During the described coarse tuning small power variations were observed as can be see in Fig. 7.5. These are due to imperfect spectral alignment of the three MRRs. If the three MRRs are tuned in a synchronized manner, and if adjusting a phase-shift section accordingly that is implemented on the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip as well, it should be possible to tune the laser wavelength to any pre-defined value within the tuning range. This is required in most applications, such as tuning to the ITU telecom C-band wavelength grid [37]. The observed tuning range is in good agreement with the calculated total FSR (74.3 nm) of the Vernier filter. The observed amount of 6 nm extra tuning range might be explained with a noticeable dispersion of the group index in the feedback circuitry across the huge spectral range.

### 7.3.4 Spectral linewidth of the laser

In order to investigate the spectral linewidth of the laser, we measure its frequency noise using an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI) that acts as a frequency discriminator [38]. The optical path difference between the two arms is 5.4 m. An acoustic-optic modulator in one of the arms induces a frequency shift of 40 MHz for an easier measurability of beat signals. The optical signal behind the AMZI is fed into a balanced detector and the electrical signal containing frequencies close to 40 MHz is sampled in the time domain using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The obtained time traces are stored on a computer and then analyzed for the power spectral density (PSD) of the laser frequency noise.

The motivation for applying such spectrally resolved noise measurement is that it can discriminate between noise contributions from different physical origins. Typically, such frequency noise measurement can inherently separate so-called technical noise, from fundamental noise. Technical noise is contributed by various kinds of environmental perturbations, e.g., pick up noise, thermal noise, acoustic noise or current noise from power supplies. Technical frequency noise can usually be identified via its decrease vs increasing noise frequency or as distinct, isolated noise peaks. Technical noise may be removed with appropriate method, such as cooling, acoustic isolation or electromagnetic shielding. Fundamental noise in lasers, also called intrinsic noise, is caused by the quantum nature of light, which shows as spontaneous emission into the investigated optical mode. Quantum noise, due to its physical origin, is independent of the RF noise frequency, thus it is also called white frequency noise. Correspondingly, at sufficiently high noise frequencies, quantum noise dominates the frequency noise spectrum of lasers, forming the ultimate (quantum) limit of the spectral purity of laser light. Quantitatively, the fundamental spectral linewidth limit (Schawlow-Townes, quantum limit) of a technically ideal laser, as given in Eq. 7.1, can be obtained by multiplying the PSD value of the double-sided band white noise level with a factor of $2\pi$ [12, 39–41].

We measured the PSD at various different driving currents and laser wave-
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**Figure 7.6:** Measured power spectral density of the frequency noise of the hybrid laser at two driving currents (50 mA, blue; 120 mA, red). The intrinsic laser linewidth is retrieved via multiplying PSD value of the white frequency noise by $2\pi$.

lengths, since the linewidth is power dependent and wavelength dependent. The latter is due to a wavelength dependence of the linewidth enhancement factor ($\alpha$ in Eq. 7.1) and the laser threshold [42]. Fig. 7.6 shows two examples of measured frequency noise spectra, obtained at a laser output wavelength of 1567 nm and two different driving currents of 50 mA and 120 mA. It can be seen that technical frequency noise is present at low frequencies, decaying towards a noise frequency of about 1 MHz. At higher frequencies (shaded area), white frequency noise dominates the spectrum, as expected. The average PSD in this range amounts to $125 \ Hz^2/Hz$ and $46 \ Hz^2/Hz$ for a driving current of 50 mA and 120 mA, respectively. The latter noise density is equivalent to an intrinsic laser linewidth of 290 Hz.

To the best of our knowledge, the measured value of 290 Hz represents the narrowest fundamental linewidth that has ever been achieved with a chip-based diode laser so far. This includes all previous types of external cavity lasers using photonic integrated circuits and heterogeneous integrated hybrid DFB laser [12], as is shown in Fig. 7.7 (see references in the caption). This includes also optically pumped solid-state waveguide lasers [43], fiber lasers [44–46] as well as hybrid semiconductor-fiber lasers [47], the latter even equipped with a longer roundtrip cavity length (70 cm). We ascribe the obtained 290 Hz narrow linewidth to a well-balanced choice of laser parameters, specifically, an efficient InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ coupling, a long cavity length enabled by a low-loss waveguide platform and highly frequency-selective intra-cavity filtering with high-Q MRRs.

Further reduction of frequency noise at low noise frequencies will require
290 Hz intrinsic linewidth of a chip-based widely tunable InP-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ hybrid laser

Figure 7.7: Reported linewidths of hybrid lasers for references [12, 14, 15, 18–22, 48–57]

...a long-term, permanent fixation of the two chips with respect to each other (i.e. optical integration [15] with the precision as named above). Extending the long-term stability of the laser with optical integration would enable also a long term stabilization of the laser, e.g., to an absolute reference (e.g. a Doppler-free absorption line of C$_2$O$_2$).

7.4 Further linewidth narrowing

In order to estimate the possibility of realizing a fundamental laser linewidth that is even narrower than what we have experimentally realized so far, it is instructive to calculate how the spectral linewidth scales with a further increased external feedback path length and depending on the waveguide loss, based on the demonstrated laser cavity design in this chapter. To this end, we have used Eqs. 6.1 to 6.6 from the previous chapter to calculate the laser linewidth as a function of the single-pass external cavity length $L_2$ (including the contribution from the intra-cavity microring resonators). The calculation was carried out for a set of different loss values ($\alpha_2$). The other parameters used in the calculations were taken to be feasible (realistic) as follows: linewidth enhancement factor, $\alpha = 5$; back facet reflectivity of the RSOA chip, $R_1 = 0.9$; internal waveguide loss of the RSOA chip, $\alpha_1 = 13$ cm$^{-1}$; group index of the RSOA chip, $n_g1 = 3.6$; length of the RSOA chip, $L_1 = 0.7$ mm; power coupling efficiency between the two chips, $\beta = 0.9$; group index of the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip, $n_g1 = 1.715$; power reflectivity of the loop mirror, $R_3 = 0.5$; output power from the back facet of the RSOA, $P_0 = 1$ mW. Note that for simplicity we have assumed a zero value for the second linewidth narrowing term, $B$, as this narrowing is available at a certain detuning from the Vernier peak frequency.
The calculated results are summarized in Fig. 7.8. As can be seen, generally the laser linewidth decreases with increased $L_2$, and the linewidths are approximately the same at low values of $L_2$, i.e., smaller than 1 cm, independent on the waveguide loss, $\alpha_2$. However, at larger values of $L_2$, the calculated linewidths show noticeable differences at different values of waveguide loss ($\alpha_2$) and the linewidths saturate at certain levels (do not become smaller) as $L_2$ increases. The saturation is reached at shorter values of $L_2$ for higher values of $\alpha_2$, which can be understood by the increased spontaneous emission enhancement factor resulting from higher levels of total external cavity losses. When aiming at the range of one-Hertz level linewidths as indicated by the horizontal dashed line, Fig. 7.8 shows a possible realization via lowering the waveguide loss to 0.1 dB/m which is feasible [25] and via extending the cavity length to about one meter. Such a long cavity length might be achieved, e.g., via decreasing the power coupling coefficient of the microring resonator with the largest radius (1485 $\mu$m) to a low value of 0.01.

Figure 7.8: Calculated laser spectral linewidth as a function of external cavity length (which includes the effective length of microring resonators). The assumed values are as follows: 1 mW of output power, a mode coupling efficiency of 0.9 between the two chips, a diode back facet reflectivity of 0.9 and an external reflectivity of 0.5 of the loop mirror. We have used Eqs. 6.1 to 6.6 from the previous chapter, based on the equivalent Fabry-Perot laser model where the second linewidth reduction term, $B$, is omitted for simplicity. The linewidth calculation is carried out for a set of loss values of the Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides, $\alpha_2$. As can be seen, with the loss reduced to 0.1 dB/m and at an external cavity length, $L_2$, of the feedback, it appears feasible that the linewidth of the hybrid laser can be narrowed down to the one-Hz-level.
7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented a hybrid InP-Si$_3$N$_4$ with a very long cavity length (30 cm roundtrip) on a chip. A high fiber-coupled output power of 13 mW is achieved and the laser wavelength can be tuned over a record-wide spectral range of 81 nm, covering the entire gain bandwidth, from 1500 nm to 1581 nm. A record-narrow intrinsic linewidth of 290 Hz is experimentally demonstrated. These results are of high promise for the potential use of such lasers in many applications. Further narrowing of the laser linewidth might be possible, e.g., by reducing the power coupling coefficients of the MRRs or by adding more MRRs or waveguide length. Another option might be using Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide circuits with a single-stripe cross-section that offers ultra-low propagation loss in the order of 0.1 dB/m [25]. This should allow for cavity lengths at the level of a meter and linewidth at the Hertz-level.


Summary

In this thesis we describe investigations of a novel class of semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid lasers. We show that such lasers provide an unprecedented spectral purity as well as tunability among all chip-based diode lasers. The concept of the investigated hybrid lasers is based on spectral control of light generated with a laser diode using highly frequency selective, tunable optical feedback provided by an integrated photonic circuit. In this work, we have employed InP laser diodes that generate light at around 1.5 µm wavelength, as an important as well as representative example. The integrated waveguide feedback circuits are based on microring resonators (MRRs). The waveguide platform selected for the feedback circuits utilizes Si$_3$N$_4$ as the waveguide core material and SiO$_2$ as cladding material (TriPleX$^{TM}$), because this provides exceptionally low propagation loss in combination with high index contrast, to enable large optical path lengths (for linewidth narrowing) and sophisticated circuit geometries in a compact, chip-sized format. The main advantages of feedback using low-loss microring resonators, when compared to conventional optical feedback using integrated Bragg gratings, are i) ease in fabrication without requiring complex re-growth nor fine lithography; ii) a significant enhancement of the effective length associated to multiple passes at resonance. Thereby MRRs extend the overall optical length of the laser cavity which narrows the laser emission linewidth; iii) a spectrally sharp filtering characteristic.

A fundamental and well-known property of single-frequency lasers based on resonators is that the spectral purity of the output increases, i.e., its spectral bandwidth decreases, with increasing the photon lifetime in the resonator. In diode lasers this can be achieved to a certain extent by lowering the optical roundtrip losses, while the most effective method is via increasing the resonator length. In Chapter 3, we present a first version of a hybrid laser that possesses reduced roundtrip losses as achieved with an improved optical coupling between
Summary

the diode and silicon nitride waveguide mode fields. The optical length of the cavity is increased appreciably from about 1.4 mm (of the solitary diode) to about 9.4 mm. In this particular hybrid laser, to achieve single-frequency oscillation over a wide tuning range via exploiting the Vernier effect, the spectral feedback filtering is based on two small, tunable MRRs of slightly different size (49.5 and 54 µm radius). Already with the MRRs having moderate quality factors (\(Q \approx 2000\)) the laser shows a strong linewidth reduction, to a 3-dB linewidth of about 24 kHz. With electric tuning of the optical lengths of the MRRs via the thermo-optic effect, the laser wavelength becomes tunable over a range of 45 nm, thereby covering a wide range of the laser’s gain spectrum.

To explore the potential of using narrowband amplification as well as frequency and phase synchronization, such as for application in integrated microwave photonics, in Chapter 4 we report the first injection locking experiments with a hybrid laser. We have used these experiments to estimate the Q-factor of the laser cavity. A possible future use of injection locking is the measurement of losses in laser resonators also of complex design, such as the hybrid lasers described here are based upon.

Most of the investigations thus far reported are carried out with the two chips fixed on separate sub-mounts for alignment with regard to each other. However, the full future application potential of so-called hybrid lasers can only be gained with optical integration, i.e., firmly and permanently mounting the chips to each other with high precision and strong optical coupling. In Chapter 5 we report the first integration of an InP-Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) hybrid laser. Based on mode overlap calculations and laser rate equations we demonstrate that optical integration of such lasers is feasible with current mounting technology. The integrated hybrid laser shows a clear single-frequency oscillation with wide tunability, and with narrow linewidth at the 100 kHz-level throughout the tuning range. This proves that the underlying facet-to-facet (longitudinal) mode coupling between chips is a viable integration concept.

Systematically and efficiently pursuing the concept of semiconductor-glass waveguide hybrid lasers also requires that the output properties of such lasers can be theoretically predicted. Only when the many parameters entering the functional design of the waveguide feedback circuits are properly chosen based on modeling, a proper performance, such as single-frequency operation and a narrow linewidth, can be expected after fabrication and integration. To aid this process, in Chapter 6 we presented the first theoretical analysis of such hybrid lasers that includes a spatially resolved modeling of the gain section. Using numerical solutions of a transmission line model, a hybrid laser based on a dual-MRR Vernier feedback circuit is investigated. We calculate the laser’s frequency noise spectra and obtain the laser’s intrinsic linewidth vs the output power. We compare the results with previous theory that takes a spatially inhomogeneous gain distribution in the semiconductor into account via a modification of the mean-field approximation. The comparison shows that higher losses in the optical coupling between the chips requires also spatially-resolving models for index related broadening effects, to enable a proper prediction of the laser
Finally, in Chapter 7 we describe how the expertise gained with modeling, laser-design and experimental investigation is used to realize a semiconductor-glass hybrid laser with a record-low spectral linewidth. Making use of a feedback circuit that involves three MRRs in series and double pass we demonstrate a laser linewidth as low as 290 Hz, which is clearly the narrowest intrinsic linewidth that has ever been achieved with a chip-based diode laser. The same laser also shows a record-wide wavelength tunability, more than 80 nm, i.e. fully covering the gain bandwidth of the laser diode with appreciable output power (up to 13 mW) coupled out of a single mode fiber attached to the laser.
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In dit proefschrift beschrijven we een nieuw type hybride laser gebaseerd op een diodelaser gekoppeld aan een in glas gentegreerd optisch terugkoppelcircuit. We tonen aan dat zulke lasers zowel een ongekend smalle spectrale lijnbreedte als unieke verstemming bieden in vergelijking met alle andere op chips gebaseerde diodelasers.

Het concept van de hybride laser is gebaseerd op de spectrale controle van het licht afkomstig van een laserdiode door middel van zeer frequentie-selectieve, instelbare optische terugkoppeling welke gerealiseerd wordt met behulp van een gentegreerd fotonisch circuit. In dit onderzoek hebben we InP laserdiodes, die licht genereren met een golflengte van ongeveer 1.5 μm, gebruikt als belangrijk en representatief voorbeeld. De gentegreerde golfgeleidercircuits voor de feedback zijn gebaseerd op microring resonatoren (MRR). Het gekozen platform (TriPleX) voor de feedbackcircuits bestaat uit golfgeleiders van silicon nitride met een mantel van silicon oxide. Dit platform wordt gekenmerkt door uitzonderlijk lage propagatieverliezen in combinatie met een hoog indexcontrast, waardoor zeer lange optische padlengtes (voor het verkleinen van de lijnbreedte) en geavanceerde geometrien realiserbaar zijn in een compact formaat. De belangrijkste voordelen van terugkoppeling met behulp van MRR-en met lage verliezen in vergelijking met conventionele optische terugkoppeling via gentegreerde Bragg tralies zijn i) eenvoudige fabricage waarbij hergroei en precisie-lithografie niet vereist zijn; ii) een significante verhoging van de effectieve lengte omdat er bij resonantie sprake is van meerdere rondgangen van het licht in de ring. Hierdoor verhogen een of meerdere MRR-en de totale optische lengte van de laser-trilholte, zodat de lijnbreedte van de laserstraling smaller wordt; iii) nauwbandige spectrale filtering.

Een fundamentele en zeer bekende eigenschap van monochrome lasers gebaseerd op resonatoren is dat een langere levensduur van een foton in de resonator leidt tot een hogere spectrale zuiverheid, dat wil zeggen, een kleinere spectrale bandbreedte. In een diodelaser kan dit tot op zekere hoogte bereikt worden door het verlagen van het rondloopverlies, echter het vergroten van de resonatorlengte is de effectiefste methode. In Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijven we een eerste versie van een hybride laser met verlaagde rondloopverliezen, wat bereikt werd door de transversale lichtverdeling (transversale mode) in de diode en de silicon nitride golfgeleider beter op elkaar af te stemmen. De optische lengte van de trilholte van deze laser is aanzienlijk toegenomen, van ongeveer 1.4 mm
(voor de diode zelf) naar ongeveer 9.4 mm. Om via het Vernier effect oscillatie op een enkele, breed instelbare frequentie te bereiken is de spectrale filtering in deze laser gebaseerd op twee kleine, instelbare MRR-en met net verschillende straal (radii van 49.5 en 54 µm). Zelfs met MRR-en met een beperkte kwaliteitsfactor ($Q \approx 2000$) vertoont de laser een sterk verlaagde lijnbreedte van ongeveer 24 kHz. Via verwarmingselementen boven de MRR-en en het thermo-optisch effect kan de optische padlengte elektronisch geregeld worden, en kan de golflengte van de laser ingesteld worden over een bereik van 45 nm. Dit bereik komt bijna overeen met het bereik waarover de laserdiode licht kan versterken.

Om het potentieel van smalbandige versterking en frequentie- en fasesynchronisatie te verkennen, bijvoorbeeld voor toepassingen in de gentegreerde microgolf-fotonica, presenteren we in Hoofdstuk 4 de eerste injection locking experimenten met een hybride laser. We hebben deze experimenten gebruikt om de $Q$-factor van de laser-trilholte te schatten. Een mogelijke toepassing van injection locking is dat hiermee de verliezen bepaald kunnen worden van zowel eenvoudige als complexe resonatoren, bijvoorbeeld van resonatoren zoals gebruikt in de hybride lasers die in dit proefschrift beschreven worden.

Het tot dusver gerapporteerde onderzoek is grotendeels uitgevoerd met de laserdiode en terugkoppelchip gemonteerd op aparte uitlijntafels. Echter, het volledige potentieel van hybride lasers voor toekomstige toepassingen komt alleen tot wasdom door gebruik te maken van optische integratie, dat wil zeggen, waarbij de chips, met hoge nauwkeurigheid en goede optische koppeling, stevig en permanent aan elkaar bevestigd worden.

In Hoofdstuk 5 presenteren we de eerste integratie van een hybride InP-Si₃N₄ laser. Door het berekenen van de koppeling tussen de lichtvelden in de InP diodelaser en de Si₃N₄ golfgeleider te combineren met het berekenen van het laservermogen via de zogenaamde rate equations, tonen we aan dat hybride optische integratie van dit soort lasers haalbaar is met huidige montagetechnieken. De gentegreerde hybride laser oscilleert op een enkele frequentie met een lijnbreedte van ongeveer 100 kHz, welke ingesteld kan worden over een breed bereik. Dit bewijst dat het onderliggende concept, het koppelen van (longitudinale) modes tussen twee chipfacetten, een bruikbare integratiemethode is.

Om het concept van hybride gentegreerde lasers van halfgeleiders en glas op een systematische en efficiënte manier te verkennen, is het nodig dat de eigenschappen van dit soort lasers theoretisch voorspeld kunnen worden. De theoretische modellen kunnen gebruikt worden om de juiste waarde van de vele ontwerpparameters van het terugkoppelcircuit vast te stellen, zodat verwacht mag worden dat de laser, na de fabricage en integratie, oscilleert op de juiste enkele golflengte met de correcte smalle lijnbreedte. Om dit proces te bevorderen, beschrijven we in Hoofdstuk 6 de eerste theoretische analyse van een hybride laser, waarbij een transmissielijn model gebruikt wordt voor het modelleren van de ruimtelijke verdeling van de versterking. De numerieke oplossing van dit
transmissielijn model wordt gebruikt om een hybride laser met een terugkoppelcircuit bestaande uit twee MRR-en te onderzoeken. We berekenen het spectrum van de ruisfrequenties en daarmee de intrinsieke lijnbreedte van de laser. We vergelijken de resultaten met een bestaand model gebaseerd op de gemiddelde-eeld benadering, welke is aangepast om rekening te houden met een ruimtelijk inhomogene verdeling van de versterking in de halfgeleider. De vergelijking toont aan dat, als er sprake is van een hoog optisch koppelingsverlies tussen de chips, modellering van de ruimtelijke verdeling van brekingsindex gerelateerde effecten noodzakelijk is om de lijnbreedte correct te voorspellen.

Ten slotte beschrijven we in Hoofdstuk 7 hoe de opgebouwde expertise in modellering, laserontwerp en experimenteel onderzoek is toegepast om een hybride halfgeleider-glas-laser te realiseren met een ultrasmalle lijnbreedte. Met een terugkoppelcircuit bestaande uit drie MRR-en in serie, die tweemaal worden doorlopen, demonstreren we oscillatie op een enkele golflengte met een extreem smalle lijnbreedte van 290 Hz, onmiskenbaar de smalste intrinsieke lijnbreedte ooit behaald met een op chips gebaseerde diodelaser. De golflengte kan ingesteld worden over een recordbereik van 80 nm, wat correspondeert met de volledige versterkingsbandbreedte van de diodelaser. De hybride laser heeft een aanzienlijk uitgangsvermogen van maximaal 13 mW, gemeten aan het uiteinde van een single-mode glasvezel die aan de laser is vastgehecht.
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Based on the achievements that are described in this thesis, we conclude that semiconductor-silicon nitride (glass) hybrid waveguide lasers show a great potential for use in a large number of applications. Providing an extensive list and according discussion is difficult and also beyond the scope of this thesis. A coarse division may be based upon the laser wavelength.

Regarding the wide spectral coverage and wide wavelength tunability, we see a high potential for spectroscopic, metrological and sensing applications. The generality of the concept of longitudinal integration using facet-to-facet coupling principally makes the entire transparency range of the used $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4/\text{SiO}_2$ waveguides accessible, which ranges from the visible (about 400 nm) to the mid-infrared (at least 2.5 $\mu$m, $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ itself even to about 7 $\mu$m). For this purpose a next step is to apply the concept also with semiconductor amplifier chips based on materials other than InP, such as GaN, GaAs, InGaAsSb/AlGaAsSb, with an according modification of the waveguide and coupler parameters.

Regarding the relative narrow telecom wavelength around 1.5 $\mu$m we discuss briefly the options for three examples related to communication systems, where we expect a significant impact of the chip-size hybrid lasers. In these applications, the size, weight, electrical-to-optical efficiency, robustness and intrinsically low susceptibility to perturbing vibrations are of high importance.

As the first example, the extremely narrow linewidth from a chip-sized diode laser might be exploited for future fiber-optic communication systems as local oscillator for advanced modulation formats. For these systems, the Lorentzian component of the laser lineshape is the relevant component because it is usually directly related to the performance (e.g., bit error rate). The influence of the excess frequency noise at low noise frequencies can be neglected, particularly at high bit rate systems [1, 2]. Therefore, the narrowing of the Lorentzian component, i.e., the Schawlow-Townes limit, is highly desired. When aiming at such linewidth-narrowing, the approach investigated in this thesis appears quite promising, as it enables the realization of chip-based laser sources with narrow Lorentzian linewidths.

For application in space telecommunication [3], it becomes necessary to equip the laser with long-term stability, which reduces frequency noise at low-noise frequency (e.g., thermal drifts and vibrations). However, reducing such noise, first of all, requires a proper identification and characterization of the contributing noise sources. A first step in this direction is the recording of frequency noise spectra as described in Chapter 7. Reducing the noise at low frequencies will, e.g., require an improved temperature stabilization and using low-noise pump current sources. For further noise reduction, one has to consider to frequency stabilize these hybrid lasers. Such frequency stabilization can be achieved using different techniques, such as locking the laser frequency to a reference cavity [4] or to an absolute frequency reference, e.g., an acetylene ($\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$) Doppler-free absorption line [5]. Given that it is easier to realize servo
loops that suppress slow noise such as below 1 MHz [6], the feasibility of stabilizing the hybrid laser appears promising, because the noise density lies above the Shawlow-Townes limit only at low frequencies, below 500 kHz (Chapter 7).

A third field of application, where the integrated hybrid laser would become centrally relevant, is microwave photonics. This field is actually the wider project framework within which the work of this thesis was carried out [7]. In this project the goal is to demonstrate the technological feasibility of a fully integrated optical beamforming network (OBFN). Such modules aim on controlling, with optical means on photonic chips, the output direction and the direction of reception in microwave antenna arrays, to be used in satellite communications or in local wireless mobile phone networks [8].

Previous efforts have focused on optimizing only the passive functionalities of OBFNs. The other essential components, specifically, the lasers used to generate optical carriers and local oscillators had remained external devices [9], which has two strong disadvantages. The use of external lasers inevitably induces extra coupling losses which reduces the usable laser power and thus the signal throughput. Furthermore, using external lasers dramatically increases the size of the whole system.

An on-chip realization of the entire system that can remove these disadvantage is shown in Fig. 9.1 [8]. The system is based on optically integrating an active platform (that amplifies light and modulates it using InP) and a passive platform (that provides adjustable optical delay, splitting and combining). The hybrid laser in this fully integrated OBFN device forms a central part of the system, where the subsequent functionalities, i.e., modulation and detection (on the InP chip) as well as filtering and delay (on the Si$_3$N$_4$ chip), hinge on the laser performance.

Both types of involved chips have been designed and fabricated, with the InP chips fabricated via so-called multi-project wafer runs provided by Oclaro whereas the Si$_3$N$_4$ chips were fabricated by Lionix using their TriPleX$^TM$ technology. Currently, samples of the fabricated InP and Si$_3$N$_4$ chips are being tested in preparation for a fully integrated system, which forms an essential aspect of near-future work. For the far future, such OBFN systems also appear to be rather important components that can provide unprecedented bandwidth with low power consumption for the next generation 5G mobile phone networks [10, 11].
Figure 9.1: Fully integrated hybrid InP and Si$_3$N$_4$ optical beamforming module, as an example for a complex microwave photonic system. The shown module is designed to control the direction of transmission of a phase array antenna [8]. Highlighted with the red dashed line is the on-chip hybrid laser controlled via two microring resonators (MRRs) in Vernier configuration. The other components are a modulator for signal input (green rectangle), a tree-shaped delay circuit based on tunable MRRs (green dashed line) and an array of photodetectors that feed the elements of the transmission antenna array.
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